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.ABSTRACT*
A resonance tube system has been used to study the
propagation of sound in mixtures of gases* The resonance tube consisted 
of a long duralium tube with a fixed reflector at one end and a plane 
diaphragm at the other. The diaphragm was vibrated by a moving coil at 
an amplitude determined by an optical methodtand the driving point 
impedance at a number of frequencies was deduced from the current 
through the coil. A computer was used to determine the attenuation 
and velocity from these measurements»
hydrogen, helium, carbon dioxide and water vapour* with results which 
can foe described by the equations given in the table below. In addition 
sound attenuation was measured in the gas filled tube using nitrogen, 
dry air (free of carbon dioxide) and dry oxygen, and was found to be 
about 19% higher than that predicted by the Helmholtz Kirchhoff 
equation.
Measurements were made in oxygen containing up to 2.6% of
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LIST OF SYMBOLS ♦
Const ant is of integration *
Attenuation coefficient*
«« «» due to tube, to tube waller,
due to tube ends, due to relaxation in- the gas* 
Molecular force constant in chapter 15.
Constant of integration*
Substituted for a + jq in chapter 3*
Specific heat at constant pressure*
»t tt »i nr volume*
n ” •* ,f 11 at infinite frequency*
,f w of internal mode*
Sutherland^ constant.
Constant of proportion between measured impedance 
and fundamental units.
Density of the gas.
Molecular diameter in chapter 15,
Vibrational energy / mole in chapter 2,
An angle defined in chapter 3,
Force on the diaphragm chapter 3.
Frequency of sound.
Fundamental frequency at the n*th mode*
Frequency of maximum absorption.
Expression for impedance curve chapter 4*
dG \
~Sz k
4n angle defined in chapter 3,
Amplitude of vibration*
Impurity content.
Current through moving coil in chapter 3* 
Velocity potential of sound wave in chapter 3®
Reaction rates®
Thermal conductivity chapters 1,2 and 10. 
Reaction rates in Tuesday and Boudarts theory®
Length of tube *sc=m®
Molecular weight in chapters 257 and 15, 
Replaces cosh 2al - cos 2ql in chapter 3® 
Height to mid - point of impedance curve®
Mode number of resonance of sound in the tube* 
Number of molecules®
Number of molecules per e*® iwuh votu^ -e
Number of molecules of typel.
Total gas pressure*
Sound pressure.
2TTN(f - f )/f in chapter 3® n n
Propagation constant = 2Tf f/v.
Gas constant per gm® mole.
Real part of coth (al + jql) in chapter 3. 
Tube radius*
2 2 Intercept of f /a against f graphs chapters 11
Index for readings in chapter 4«
V*
r Ball amplitude of impedance curve*
s Gross - sectional area of resonance tube.
S,s Slope of f^/a against f^ curves in chapters 11. - 15«
T Absolute temperature.
T* Charaat eristic temperature,
t Time eo - ordinate*
t Time between collisions in.. chapter 15*
u Particle velocity in the sound x®.ve*
V Volume of gas.
v Velocity of sound in the gas*
v0 n n n n n n in free space*
vA » n « » tT " in a tube,t
Wai- Weight of reading i with respect to z.
w Angular frequency*
wQ Frequency of angular vibration*
X Imaginary part of coth (al 4 j.ql) in chapter 3*
x Position, co - orclinate.
x 2TP(£mia *“ fmax^ / *
X Exp(2jql 4 Sal).
y Amplitude of vibration in chapter 3#
Z Acoustic impedance*
ZQ Diaphragm impedance.
Z00 Driving point impedance.
2#Za»2>AB Relative collision efficiency. 
z,z0,z00 Measured impedances*
Helmholtz Kirchhoff coefficient* 
Ratio of specific heats.
V iscosity&***)
Kinematic viscosity.
Wavelength*.
Relaxation time*
Phase angle in chapter 3* 
Characteristic temperature*
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Chapter 1»
INTRODUCTION AND HISTORICAL SURVEY
Classical Absorption of Sound
The classical equations for sound absorption and velocity were 
given by Stokes (1845) and Kirchhoff (1868). These equations consider 
the sound absorption due to the viscosity and the thermal conductivity 
of the gas* Kirchhoff also derived general equations for sound 
propagation in gases contained in tubes using the conservation equations 
of mass, energy and momentum, and employed only approximations which 
required that the amplitude of the sound wave should be small* In order 
to derive this equation he assumed boundary conditions of zero particle 
velocity and sound temperature at the tube walls, and a particle velocity 
profile across the tube independent of the distance along the tube*
The same basic equations were used by Lord Rayleigh (1894) and 
are still generally used to describe sound propagation in gases contained 
in tubes* By neglecting all but the first terms of the Bessel functions 
involved in the solution, Kirchhoff was able to derive approximate 
solutions to the equations, which are known as the Helmholtz-Kirchhoff 
equations* It should be noted that approximations involved in the 
original assumptions make the solution inapplicable to standing wave 
systems*
These equations gives-
at « f, (Tff)V(vr)
Pox* th©-^ tt(>rvu0.tion and vel ocity in gases contained in tubes
where
A . lr t A
p - in /d)2 ♦ <y - l) ('3~ )
P
is called the Helmholtz-Kirchhoff coefficient.
For the attenuation due to the bulk of the gas, caused by
thermal conductivity and viscosity we get
2ff2f2 p ka ^ _k_ k \1 
class v3 L 3 d°v dcv yj*
In these equations: -
a, * attenuation of sound due to the tube t
(rfoe* a*c*C
a ® attenuation of sound due toLconductivity and.class ^ viscosity
v =b free space velocity of sound in the gas
vt ** velocity sound *-n tube of radius r filled^rith^
d ss density of gas
Skuas'
^ =s/yiscosity of gas
^  = V d
f ss frequency of sound-wave
^ ss ratio of specific heats
k ss thermal conductivity of the gas 
r s= radius of tube
c ss specific heat at constant pressure of the gas 
P
q j_ it it ii ii volume ** **
v
It is normal practice to assume that the attenuations are 
directly additative, and although this is not strictly true, errors 
introduced are not generally significant© Later investigations by 
Rayleigh 1894 and Weston 1953 have established under what conditions
Ch. %m 3*
the approximations used in the derivation are valid. Harlow(195^ )«s
working with apparatus of a similar type to the present, has shown that
the effects of molecular slip at the tube walls, and of heat radiation
were negligible. The range of the equations has been extended by Weston
in 1953 who included additional terms in the Bessel functions and by
Shields et al (19&5) who published numerical solutions to the equations
for a range of additional conditions, and also investigated the onset of
molecular slip at the tube walls.
Absorption due to relaxation in pure gases
As early as 1904 Jeans showed that in all polyatomic gases the 
classical theory given above would break down unless the rate of transfer; 
of energy between different degrees of freedom was sufficient to keep 
pace with the changes in the translational energy produced by the sound 
wave. Howeverj as the additional absorption was very small for the 
particular molecular model Jeans examined, no serious attention was 
given to his work for a considerable time.
The first experimental evidence that the classical theory 
was not adequate was work by Naklepajew (1911) on ultrasonic 
absorption in air and that by Pierce in 1925 involving absorption of 
high frequency sound in carbon dioxide. In 1928 Herzfeld and Rice, 
using similar but more general equations than those of Jeans, were able 
to account for the results of Pierce and possibly also those of 
Naklepajew. Similar theoretical studies followed rapidly, some of the 
most important of which were those of Bourgin (1929 a and b 1932 a and b) 
and Kneser (1931, 1933 a, 1933 b)• The most widely used is that due to 
Kneser, which was modelled after a treatise by A. Einstein (1920) and
4*
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which will be developed in the following chapter#
Before continuing, a general physical picture of the relaxation
process postulated in these theories will be given# First let us
consider a gas in thermal equilibrium* The energy of a molecule will
be shared between the possible degrees of freedom, namely three
translational or external degrees and any vibrational or rotational
modes of the molecule, (since electronic excitation involves much
higher energies it does not concern us here)* In equilibrium the number
of molecules excited to any particular internal energy level is
determined by the Maxwel1-Boltzmann distribution at that temperature, so
the equilibrium value of the average quantity of energy in the internal
modes is determined by the temperature while the energy in the external
modes is determined by the equi-partition theory# At equilibrium the
number of molecules being excited equals the number relaxing, and even
if some of the exchanges are slow there will be no departure from the
defined equilibrium conditions#
If the temperature of the gas is suddenly increased the
additional energy is initially taken by the translational modes of the
molecule* This translational energy is then shared with the quantised
internal modes of the molecule during intermolecular collisions, so
that the energy distribution approaches the new equilibrium form#
Interchange between translational and rotational modes is usually very
rapid, as many close spaced energy levels are available, and takes 
—8around 10~ sec, but transitions to vibrating states can take very much 
longer than this, as only a single level is usually available# The 
time taken for the number of molecules with energies not in equilibrium
Cha tm , 5*
&.0
at that temperature to reduce by tf factor e is known as the relaxation 
time, T  *
Now consider what happens as a sound wave passes through the
gas* The sound wave consists of pressure waves, which involve changes
in the molecular velocity, and consequently of the translational
energies and the effective temperature of the gas* If the time taken
for the energy to be redistributed between the degrees of freedom is very
small compared to the frequency of the sound wave, the gas will always
be very near equilibrium, and little absorption will occur* On the
other hand, if the time involved is very long, practically none of the
acoustic energy enters the internal modes, and so they have little
influence on the sound propagation* 1/hen the period of the sound wave
is similar to the relaxation time, the internal modes of the molecule
absorb significant amounts of energy, which are later released, often
out of phase with the sound wave, so causing significant absorption of
the acoustic energy* A plot of the attenuation against frequency will
therefore show a maximum which in fact occurs where the angular
1
frequency, w, equals ^ rr, the reciprocal of the relaxation time^ ^ he 
curve drops from the maximum more steeply towards low frequencies than 
towards high ones, and reaches a limiting value at very high 
frequencies. The equation relating attenuation to the frequency is 
derived in the next chapter* It can be seen that the effect of the 
relaxation phenomena involves a change in the active specific heat of 
the gas with frequency, the magnitude of the part of the internal 
specific heat which is not excited at high frequencies determines the 
magnitude of the effect*
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Tables 1#1 and 1»2 show results for diatomic and triatomic
molecules respectively* As the present work involves low frequencies,
only vibrational relaxation is mentioned, and as monatomic gas
molecules can have neither rotational nor vibrational energy levels
they are not considered* The results used are taken from Herzfeld and
Litovitz (1959 a.), where references to the individual workers will be
found, except in the case of oxygen in which the results of Holmes ©t al.
(1963) are used* The quantities quoted in the table are for
temperatures in the range 15°C —  35°C, and should be regarded as
indicating the order of magnitude rather than as exact figures* The
interpretation of results gets more complicated with more complex
molecules, and it has not been considered necessary to include values
in these cases•
Relaxation in gas mixtures
So far we have considered relaxation in a single gas* We
will now extend the treatment to mixtures of two gases. First let us
take the case in which the major constituent (type A) has a long
relaxation time. This means that the collision of two ”AH molecules
is very unlikely to result in a change in the internal energy of the
molecules, and we will also assume that only a very small proportion
of the molecules are excited at any time. If molecules of type B are
very much better at exciting, or de-exciting, the internal modes of
A, then a very small concentration of B can cause a very large
reduction in the relaxation time of the mixture, that is a big
increase in the frequency of maximum absorption (fn)» If molecules of
type A have a short relaxation time it is clear that the addition of
7./
Table 1*1*
RELAXATION IN HIRE GASES AT ROOM TEMPERATURE.
Diatomic molecules.
GAS T
SEC.
£ n  c/s. C./R REMARKS.
°2 15xlO“5 9 0 .028 2228
N2 5x10“^ 3,100 0.0019 3336
c i2 4.2xl0“6 38,000 - -
CO - — 0.0029 5080 No results at low temperatures.
NO 0.8xl0-6 200,000 0.0085
0.1
Vibrational 
specific heat. 
Due to spin.
The results for NO are rather doubtful.
Table 1
TRIATOMIC MOLECULES.
GAS Txio5
sec.
f n
Ko.
PROPERTIES OP THE MODES.
Each tending Asymmetric Symmetric.
C./R <9*K
° i /R  I
9 ° K C./R e *k
C\J
oo ±5: *8
*
24 0 .4 5 4 959 0.0016 3380 0.069 1920
cos 1.4 144 0 .6 758 0 .221 1370 0.0047 2988
CSg 0.7 228 0 .747 570 0.397 1043 0 .056 2190
n20 0.9 177 0 .536 847 0 .082 1850 0.0026 3200
S02 0 .2 795 0 .595 mm 0 .1 7 — •«*
.
* These values are the mean of a wide range of results.
'T =s relaxation time. f = frequency of maximum '
absorption.
£ = characteristic temperature. C. = Internal specific
heat.
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type B cannot have a very significant effect*
Early measurements of this effect were made by Knudsen (1931* 
1933i 1935) and Kneser (1931 a, b 1933 a, b), and many other 
investigators have worked in this field subsequently* In the majority 
of cases the frequency of maximum absorption increases linearly with 
the concentration of the impurity, (up to molar fractions of about 0*025 
This is easily explained on the basis of the above mechanism, as for 
small concentrations the number of ,A «*• B collisions is proportional 
to the number of B molecules, and the A - B collisions cause the 
excitation and de-excitation of the bulk of the gas and so control the 
frequency of maximum absorption*
While it is unnecessary to quote the results of previous 
workers in this field in detail, it will be useful to give a few 
general conclusions* In general the de-excitation efficiency of a 
molecule with a dipole moment is higher than that of one without, and 
molecules able to form chemical bonds are usually outstandingly 
efficient. The efficiency or otherwise is determined by processes 
occurring during molecular collisions, and it is as a tool for the 
study of collision processes that relaxation phenomena are generally 
studied*
In contrast to the usual linear dependence of frequency of 
maximum absorption on the concentration many workers have found a 
non-linear dependence in the case of mixtures of oxygen and water 
vapour* Several of the more reliable results are shown in fig* 14*1, 
page 156 , and a comprehensive list of the results is given in 
table 14*1* These show that although the different workers do not
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agree on the position or exact form of the curve, nearly all have found
a quadratic dependence on the water vapour concentration. These results
are discussed more fully in chapter 14.
Several different theories have been put forward to explain 
these results* One of these, suggested by Kneser, postulates that the 
triple collision 0_ + 2H_0 is exceptionally active* This can be 
explained qualitatively by the chemical affinity suggested by the 
possibility of the reaction
°2 +  2H2° ^  2H202.
It is easy to see that this process would involve a quadratic 
dependence on the water concentration, as two water molecules are 
required in each collision. However when applied quantitatively the 
theory is not so satisfactory, as the predicted triple collision rate is 
much too low. In an alternative mechanism due to Bourgin in 1936 it 
was suggested that the frequency of collisions might be increased by a 
”clustering” effect caused by the attractive forces of oxygen molecules. 
This is not supported by quantitative data. More recent results of 
measurements on heavy water (Do0), (Henderson et al 19&5 and Tuesdayft
and Boudart 1955)» show that it has a linear effect on the frequency of 
maximum absorption which makes the triple collision theories untenable, 
since the chemical bonds would be expected to play the same part in 
Do0 - 0o collisions.ft
In 1955 Tuesday and Boudart suggested that the cause of the 
quadratic term was the near coincidence of the resonant frequencies of 
oxygen (wave number 15&0 cm. ) and water vapour (wave number 1595 cm. ) 
which leads to a very rapid transfer between them. The quadratic
Ch. 1. 10.
dependence is due to the fact that the water molecules have to be excited
or de-excited by collisions with other water molecules before the 
resonant transfer can occur, so two collisions involving water vapour 
molecules are required, one to excite the molecule, the other to transfer 
the energy to the oxygen. The process will be discussed in detail in 
the next chapter.
There are very few possible mixtures which can involve such a 
resonance transfer. One such mixture is oxygen - methane. However 
Schnaus (19&5) found the addition of methane showed a linear change in 
the frequency of maximum absorption. This was explained by Schnaus on 
the grounds that the methane itself was difficult to excite (hundreds of 
times slower than water vapour), so that exchange from excited methane 
to oxygen was insignificant ir^ spite of the near resonance of the 
exchange.
Aims of Present Work
Although the equations of sound absorption are well established, 
and many sets of results have been obtained, it is still extremely 
difficult to determine the exact processes on a molecular level. One 
of the major difficulties in this interpretation is caused by the lack 
of established accurate data. The wide spread of results obtained by 
different workers is illustrated by the results of measurements on 
oxygen - water vapour mixtures shown in graph 14.1, page156 .
In the present work it was hoped to establish accurate sets 
of data for several different mixtures. The present method was 
specifically designed to carry out measurements at low frequencies and 
is particularly suited to the investigation of oxygen with added
Ch. 1. 11*
impurities, as the frequency of absorption of the pure gas is about
S cycles per second and the added impurities increase this. Oxygen is 
a diatomic molecule, with a relatively large internal specific heat, and 
a very low frequency of maximum absorption. This means that a wide 
range of impurities have a measurable effect at low concentrations, and 
that the subsequent analysis will be as simple as is possible. It is 
also of unusual practical interest as it is the controlling element in 
the absorption of sound in air and is one of the most widely used gases.
The impurities used were hydrogen, helium, carbon dioxide and 
water vapour. In the latter case the results are of particular interest 
as previous work from this laboratory has recently been criticised by 
Harris 1964 and Henderson 1965* As the results of this work were very 
different from most other recent work, it was felt to be important that 
they were checked. Major modifications were made to the apparatus and 
the analysis of Harlow and Kitching (1964) in order to improve the 
reliability of the technique.
12,
Chapter 2,,
THE THEORY OF THE RELAXATION EFFECT
The theory presented below is basically that due to Kneser 1933 a,
although there have been some alterations"? We consider the simple case
of a polyatomic gas with a single vibrational energy level, whose
population at any temperature is determined by the Maxwell-Boltzmann
Law, As was explained in the previous chapter the passage of a sound
wave causes changes in the effective temperature, but there is a lag
between these changes and the adjustment of the energy of the internal
modes of the molecule.
Consider a system containing N moles of oxygen.
Suppose n moles of these are excited and n moles of these are in the 
1 “
normal state.
Then - ^ ni « K± n ' - Kg (2,1)
Where ss number of transitions per mole per second from the excited 
1
state to the normal state and K ss number of transitions per mole per
second from the normal state to the excited state.
For oxgen at normal temperatures n^ is very much less than n2 and
is very much less than K^*
As n, + n„ * N we can write equation (2,1) as 1 2
= n1 (K + K2) - K2N« ,(2.2)
The solution of this equation is
nl “ A1 + eXp  ^~ K^1 * K2  ^^ vhere A^ is a constant.
As Kj is very much greater than Kg 
nl * Ai + exp* “ Kit  ^*
Ch« 2, 53^
Thus the relaxation time, that is the time for the maladjustment to be
reduced by £ factor of e is \ where
T  (2,3)
1
therefore nl ** A1 + exp  ^* " (2,3a)
In equilibrium we have ^nl * 0
dt
K xi K tttherefore 1 le ~ 2 2e from equation (2,1), where n„ . nrt arele 2e
the equilibrium values of n and n •X Ci
K tiTherefore _2 « le ss K the reaction constant, which is determined by the
K • nn 1 2e
Maxwell-Boltxmann equation.
Thus K « Ag exp( - E/RT)
•K0 n« 2 *s le / 0 i \_  __ . (2.«
1 2e
In these and subsequent equations A^ , Ag, A^» A^ , A^ are constants
E is vibrational energy per mole
R is universal gas constant per mole
T is absolute temperature *
Putting Kg ss K in equation 2,1 gives
d t
If the angular frequency of the sound wave is w, then this will also be 
the angular frequency of the variation in n, so we can put
* A^ exp(jwt + A^ ) •
Therefore b n* •
1 * Own- •
it 1
Substituting above we get
- jwn^ a K1 (n1 - Kn^). (2*5)
Now consider the effect of small changes in ri , n_« K and K.•1 2  1
Let the changes be A n  j A n , A  K and A K respectively*1 a X
Throughout the following analysis A x  » a small change in any parameter x. 
Then from equation 2*5
- jwA^ * Kt ( An1 - KAn2 - AKn^) + A K f (n^  - Kn^ ) * (2.6)
For small changes about the equilibrium condition we can put the
second term equal to zero as n = Kn^ from equation 2.4*
Also n + n « N therefore A  u + A n  * O therefore A n  = - An.*1 2  1 2  1 2
Thus equation 2*6 can be written
■ - jwAn^ ss ( A n^ * K A ^  - n ^ K ) *  (3*7)
It was stated in equation 2*4 that
K s A, exp( • E/RT)2
therefore A  K * > 4  ) fexp( - fr)l A T a 5- KAT • (2.8)
%  rx2 L RTJ fiT
Substituting this result into equation 2*7 we get
(— J  n_KAT = (1 + K + A  • (2*9)
RT2 2 K1 1
But the energy of the system must be conserved, so
■ B A n .  + N ( c A T  + p A V ) » 0 *  (2.10)*■*1 v
Where c is the specific heat at constant volume per mole of gas at low 
v temperature*
p is the pressure*
V is the volume per mole.
Eliminating 4 from equations 2.9 and 2*10 we get
Ch. 2. 15
2
. E n KPutting c. ss — 2, and rearranging we get
1 RT S
LI m _ ____________ £ ___
A V c + c,v i
(2*11)
1 + K + jw/k^
The expression is the internal specific heat of the molecule.
It will be useful to consider the meaning of the specific heats.
cv is the specific heat at a low temperature at which the internal
energy of the molecule is not excited. At higher temperatures the
internal mode is excited and the specific heat at constant volume
becomes c^ + c^• At intermediate temperatures, or under the conditions
in a sound wave, the internal mode is partially excited, and so we can
say that the acting specific heats are c , c andV is their ratio.va pa 0 a
Now v^ as V  J*
0 a d
“ 2 
c d va
vaj
for ideal gases • (2.12)
The value of c depends on the level of excitation of the internal mode, va ^ ’
that is on the frequency of the sound wave, so we cannot apply equation 
2.12 immediately. However equation 2.11 includes the internal specific 
heat explicitly and so can be used to obtain an expression for c which 
can then be incorporated into equation 2.12.
To do this we note that the changes are adiabatic, and therefore the 
change in internal energy, £ u s = ~ p A  V#
But A u c A T .va
A V ,Therefore c = - p -jr-— • (2.13)va 1
Ch. 2.
or with equation 2.11
va c.X
16,
(2.14)
i + K + jw>4ci 
Substituting this result in equation 2.12 we obtain
2 _ EV ss 1 + Rc +
V
( U/v-<’ yc+('-**L }
1 + K +  jw/KlJ
(2.15)
i r yaow'
As K/is very touch less than 1 for oxygery it can be neglected, and it
was shown in equation 2.3 that y  * "T" so equation 2.15 can be
Ki
rewritten as
2 pv 3= *• 1 + R
c + v c.1
(2.16)
1 + jwT
Rearranging we get
£
d
2 p c + c. + jwYc + R + jwYRV ss 4* V i v _____
+ c.) + jwYc1 ’ • V
Rationalising the denominator by multiplying top and bottom by
f(cv + c.) - jw'YC'J we get
2 22 p (c + c . + R ) ( c  + c.)+w  Y  c (R + c ) + jwTRc.
V ss *  V I  V I  1 V V * ' 1
. .2 , *2(cv + c^ ) + (w T O
For c. very much less than c we get x v
(2.17)
V  ss:
2 2 * 
c ( R + c ) ( l  + w Y )  + jwY &c*v v i
t v 2 > v 2(c + c.) + w r  c )
V  X 1 V
2 .
(2.18)
The complex nature of v is caused by the difference in phase between 
p and d. It is this phase difference which causes the attenuation due 
to the relaxation. We determine the attenuation coefficient by 
comparison of the above equation with that for a sound wave with absorption.
Ch. 2. 17*
A sound wave with absorption coefficient a and
position coordinate x can be written as
H = H exp( - ax)• o om
Where is the amplitude of vibration.
The disturbance at a point can then be written
H s= H exp j (wt - ax)# om
Let us consider an alternative form for the velocity, 
v2 a (fA)2 exp(j^)#
Where is the propagation constant|
f is the frequency and X is the wavelength.
This can be rewritten ass-
1 1 , V** . . v\
v - f r  <cos r  - 3 sin r>
which gives for the disturbance at a point
H “ Hom eXp [ jw i* ” f X  (c°3 S ’ “ 3 sin iff*
Therefore by comparison with equation 2.18, comparing the real part of
the above expression which is independent of time we find
w . y
a ■ “  sxn 2
a )\ ss 2 If sin * (2.19)
2Now tan ^  is given by the ratio of real and imaginary parts of v .
From equation 2.18 we find
w Y R  c.tan « 1
c (R + c ) (1 + w2^ 2)y y ; •
Tf Y  1But —'- -   has a maximum value of 3, R is less than R + c and„ 2 2 v
1 + w Y
c^ is much less than c , therefore tan is very much less than 1. 
But for small angles such as this we can write
18.
u/
tan y/ - 2 sin * (2.20)
Therefore substituting in equation 2.19
RC . <>y
a A = TT  r ~ --- r --- ' (3.21)
« v ( R + V  1 + w T
Thus the quantity a A is maximum where " ‘ "’o """2 *s maximunb i»e« where
1 + w nr
w T s 1 when  r-T—  -
1 + w 'f
tt Rc •
Thus (aA) *= o y’1"- ’r * (2->22)max. 2 c (R + c )v v
It should be noted that the in the above expressions is not identically
equal to the relaxation time. It is given by the expression:-
JL 
2
X (relaxation time) (2.23)T
(c - c.) (c - c.)
p  1 V  1
c c 
P v
(from Henzfeld and Litovitz. 1959 *>)
In the case of oxygen, where c. is much less than c and c , thei v p
difference introduced by this approximation is negligible, and so we 
need not consider the differences further.
The form of the curve of a A  against frequency is shown in 
figure 2.1. It will be seen that the relaxation absorption per 
wavelength increases approximately parabolically to the maximum when 
f = fo = 2 'fo and then drops much more slowly at higher frequencies.
It reaches a limiting value at still higher frequencies. It can be seen 
that the top of the absorption curve extends over a wide range of 
frequencies and that it does not have a very sharply defined maximum.
For the present work a slight modification to equation (2.21) 
is rather more useful. We determine the attenuation per centimeter and 
not the attenuation per wavelength, and analysis is performed in terms 
of frequency rather than of period.
19.
Fig. 2.1.
PLOT OF aA AGAINST FWEl^ JBSGYl
As predicted by the Kneser theory. 
Maximum value of a\ = TT cj^
2 ovu + c v ;
0.5
. a A
max
0.3
0.2
/
t
o.i r
o
a=attenuataon.
f=frequency
w =2nf
y~relaxation time
f =frequency of maximum absorption.
O -
2 wT or f/f
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Thus we use f » yryrr where f is the relaxation frequency ( the 
o 2 If T  o
condition that c^ is very much less than c^ is still necessary and 
valid) and \  s
Equation 2.21 then becomes 2
Rc. f f
a - JL  L.   — -— 2_- . (2.24)
v c (R + c ) 2 * 2v v f + fo
Although in the derivation of the above equation only a single gas was 
considered, the quantities involved can be defined equally well for a 
mixture of gases, and in fact for the mixtures used in the present work 
with very small impurity concentrations only the values of f vary 
significantly. Thus we expect equation 2.24 to be valid for gas 
mixtures, and it would be possible to derive it for mixtures of the 
type used in the present work but this is not considered necessary.
Since one of the most valuable uses for measurements on 
molecular relaxation is the application of the results to the examination 
of molecular properties it will be useful to consider the type of 
process involved and the information which can be obtained.
Tuesday and Boudart1s Theory
In the present work oxygen is always the major constituent, 
so in the following analysis we will consider impurities added to 
oxygen. Consider therefore a mixture of o and Y molecules, where Y 
represents any type of impurity molecule. We suppose that both have 
only one excited vibrational energy level which is operative. The 
following reactions are possible where * indicates the internally 
excited state of the molecule.
Cb* 2* 21.
1) o2* ♦ o2 ^  o2 + o2
Transfer between internal (2.25)
and external modes by collision
Y* + Y — *iO± Y + Y with same type of molecule (2.26)
2) o2* + Y — 20-* o2 + Y Transfer by collision with (2.27)
an “impurity1* molecule
(2.28)
Where k,^ o K and in the previous notation.10 1 01 2
3) The postulated resonant exchange process, which is important only
in the case of oxygen water vapour collisions, and which was discussed
in the previous chapter, page 9*
The complete analysis required to determine the relaxation time is rather 
cumbersome, and will be found in Herzfeld and Litovitz (1959 c), so we 
will give only a very brief outline of the derivation, and the results 
obtained.
Let N* be the number of molecules per c.c. and let the mole 
fractions of o01Y, o *, and Y* be 1 - h, h, x and x respectively.
We have x. and x very much less than h very much less than 1 for the1 A
cases under consideration. First we determine the reaction rates for 
each of the reactions described by the above equations.
E.g. that of equation 2.27 is
~30a o2 + Y* (2.29)
N*xa N*h k2Q - N* (1 - h) N*h kQ2
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From the five equations of this form we deduce the overall reaction
rate for the production of excited oxygen molecules a
We get
**1 2 r- 1
- W  " N' <X1 * ^  fXo (1 " h) + k20 h + k30 T  (2.30)
N'2 k03 U  _ h) (X2 - *
In this equation x and x are the equilibrium values of x. and x_10 2Q 1 2
at the bulk temperature of the gas. The quantity x0 is even smaller
than x^ and changes very rapidly, so we assume a discontinuous change
dxfrom initial to final state and therefore we put 2 = 0 in the equation
dt
equivalent to 2.30, and so obtain an expression for x^ - which is
substituted into equation 2.30.
After rearranging, we get 
' . dx
“ = N’[k10 +{k20~  k10 *  ________ k30 k50 V
k03 + k50 “ (k03 + k50 " k4oH y
*]+ k30 k^4o " k50* h________I (2.31)k03 + k50 " k^03 + k50 ~ k40
But from the definition of T  the disturbance reduces by e in time t = f
t 1i.e. xt - xle « A + exp(- ?p) or — *» ^  (x± - x^) ,
1
Therefore expression 2.31 « *
This explains the quadratic form of the plot of attenuation against 
water vapour concentration shown in figxire 14.1 providing k^^+ k^Q
is much greater than **7^  h* The justification of this
and the application to the present measurements will be found in 
Chapter 15.
In the case of other mixtures the rate of the resonant exchange is very 
much lower, and the quadratic term is not dominant.
Thus from measurements of the relaxation frequency it is possible to 
deduce reaction rates. These reaction rates are determined by the 
processes involved in inter-molecular collisions, and so a satisfactory 
mathematical representation of the molecular fields should yield the 
reaction rates determined. Several workers have applied this technique 
with varying degrees of success.
Chapter 3o
THE THEORY OF THE RESONANCE TUBE METHOD USED
This chapter develops the theory of the particular form of 
resonance tube method used in the present work, and leads to the 
equations used for the analysis of the results. The method of treatment 
is based on that of Reay(l950) and Kitching but there are several
modifications.
In the present work the gas is enclosed in a cylindrical tube 
closed at one end by a solid reflector and at the other end by a 
diaphragm which could be forced to oscillate. It has been shown by 
Lamb (1925) that for frequencies up to a certain value, which is 
determined by the radius of the tube, only plane longitudinal sound 
waves can be propagated in such a system.
The Derivation of the Basic Equations
The equation describing such plane sound waves can be written:-
where I is the velocity potential
it of sound in the gas in the gas column
x 11 ,! position co-ordinate
t M 11 time co-ordinate
The solution of this equation may be written:-
I * -  *t~— / A exp (jwt - jqx - ax) jq «
(3.1)
where A and B are constants
q is the propagation constant 2TTfv
a is the attenuation coefficient *
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We require the sound pressure and the particle velocity*
Let b = jq + a *
The excess sound pressure p « d (3«2)
e — d^ A exp(jwt - bx) - B exp(jwt + bx)} from equation 3*1q
« vd *£ A exp( jwt - bx) - B exp( jwt + bx)} •
& IThe particle velocity u »
. O 3C
a ~ X A exp( jwt - bx) 4* B exp( jwt + bx)} •
30. t *
-4 2trfIn the present work a is less than 6 X 10 while q a — — is greater
than 0.06 •
Thus we can neglect a in comparison with jq and hence
u a* A exp( jwt - bx) *f* B exp( jwt +■ bx) # (3*3)
Acoustic impedance (Z) is defined as:- >» (3.4)* particle velocity produced
Let the periodic force on the diaphragm be
F ss Fq exp jwt (3*5)
and let x » q at the diaphragm and x * 1 at the reflector.
At the reflector, from relation 3»4
Z1 U1 * S^1 (3o6)
where s is the cross sectional area of the tube.
Substituting the values of u and p at x as 1 from equations 3*2 and 3*3 
in 3*6 we get
Z1 {A exp( - bl) + B exp(bl)}^  = sdv £ A exp( -bl) - B exp(bl)}
rearranging this *
A exp( - bl) |sdv - Z^j
B “ exp(bl) (sdv + z j  V
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Applying relation 3-4 to the diaphragm where x =s 0 we get
Z u ss F exp( jwt) - sp 0 
• o o o
Substituting for and p^ we get
Z (A + B) « F - sdv (A«* B). (3.3)o o
However the driving point impedance of the diaphragm is, by definition
F
Z = -2 * (3.9)
00 uo
Therefore substituting again for uq we get Fq b (A + B) Z ^ •
Substituting this in equation 3*8 we get
Z (A + B) * (A + B) Z - sdv (A-r B)o 00
or Z - Z * sdv 7— | ♦ (3.10)00 o A + B
A exp( - bl) (sdv - Z^ j 
It was shown in equation 3*7 that B « — exp(blT'"(sdv +
In the present apparatus the reflector is as rigid as possible so tha.%
Zx approaches infinity*
, A exp( - bl)
Thus B approaches - *" expfblT^—  *
Substituting this in equation 3*10 we get
„ - . exp bl + exp( -» bl) , _ x2 — Z * sdv 111-V11.1 .1- ■ . .\ (poll)
00 o exp bl - exp( - bl)
as sdv coth (al + jql) * (3.12)
Then we have
c o t h  (ox ♦ jql) = 1 • exp - Z1 (a + aq)}
* R + jX #
where R and X are its real and imaginary parts#
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Cross multiplying and separating terms we get
exp {- 21(o + Jq)} = r'- H  'jl •
Multiplying both sides by their complex conjugates we have
. x, / t •» \ R2 - 2R + 1 + X2therefore exp( - 4al) « —~----------— - *
R + 2R + 1 + X
. ^2 „2 „ - 2R {*1 + exp( - 4al]}
Rearranging R + X + 1 - ---- ^ p(- _ fa)"- 1
« 2R coth 2al «
2 2 
Writing 1 « coth Zal - cosech 2al we get
R2 + X2 + coth2 2al - cosech2 2al s= 2R coth 2al
2 2 2or (R - coth 2al) + X « cosech 2al «
Equation 3*15 is the equation of a circle, of radius cosech 2al and
centre coth 2al, 0. Before discussing this result further we will
determine the values of R and X in terms of the other parameters.
We may rewrite equation 3*13 in the form
*V.~. B exp( - 2al) C cos ( ~ 2ql) + j sin ( - 2ql^ J.R + 1 + gX
Separating real and imaginary parts we get, for the imaginary part
X *s exp( - 2al) (R + 1) sin ( - 2ql) + exp( - 2al) cos ( -
hence X = eXp( ~ 2al) sin ( ~ 2ql)  (R + 1).
1 - cos ( - 2ql) exp( - 2al)
For the real part we get
R - 1 = exp( - 2al)’ (R + 1) ccs ( - 2ql) exp( - 2al) sin ( —
Substituting X from equation 3*16 we find
R *{l - cos ( - 2ql) exp( - 2al)} + exp( - 2al) cos ( - 2ql) -
R exp( - 2al) cos ( - 2ql) -jfl - exp( - 2al) cos ( - 2ql)} .
Further manipulation gives
R exp(2al) - exp( - 2al)exp(2al) + exp( - 2al) - 2 cos ( - 2ql)
27.
(3*13)
(3*14)
(3.15)
2ql)X
(3*16)
2ql)X.’ *
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As cos ( - 2n) s= cos (2n) this can be written 
_ sinh 2al
H = -- r"-'~ ; -"TT  * (3*17)cosh 2al « cos 2ql
Substituting back we find
X - — . (3.18)cosh 2al — cos 2ql
The application of the equations to the measured parameters
Equation 3*12 is an expression for the impedance of the system, Zqq
in terms of the impedance of the piston and other variables. In
equation 3*9 we defined the driving point impedance
F
Z = —oo ua
where F is the maximum value of the force and u is the maximum o o
particle velocity.
For a particle under simple harmonic motion the peak velocity is given
by u - wy = 2  Ttfy where y is the amplitude of the vibration.
J o Jo o o
F
Thus zoo “ j z m j  • (3-19)
In the present work the diaphragm is vibrated at a known frequency and 
with a known amplitude by a moving coil, and the force applied to the 
diaphragm is proportional to the current through the coil•
Thus Z =s D — s= D z * (3.20)oo f oo
Where D is a constant depending on the units
I is the current through the coil
z is the measured impedance • oo
We will now consider the validity of these equations. First 
consider the change in the value of the attenuation over the region 
being analysed. It is found in the present work that the region of
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interest for a particular attenuation measurement extends over only a 
few cycles per second, and the attenuation changes by only fractions pf 
a per cent in this frequency band; so the error is not significant*
In previous work of this type e*g* Harlow (195^ ) and Kitching (1962), it 
has been usual to consider that the change in the impedance of the 
diaphragm was negligible over the range considered* In the present 
work a small correction has been applied, where necessary, to the 
magnitude of the impedance* There could still be error from the changes 
in phase, but this is almost certainly insignificant for the diaphragm 
used in this work*
We are now in a position to consider the results of the 
~ analysis* We have shown thats-
Z - Z * sdv coth (al + jql) 3*12oo o
— sdv (R + jX)
sinh 2al + j sin 2ql # 3»17 and
~ S V cosh 2al - cos 2ql 3»l8
1Where the point R, jX lies on a circle radius 2al centre
R ss coth 2al, X =s 0* This is shown in figure 3*1 a* The points A and 
B are given by X = 0, i*e* occur where sin 2ql as 0 when cos 2ql = i  i.
Therefore at A we get R = — and at B.R . sinh 2alcosh 2al + 1  cosh 2al - 1
Now the condition cos 2ql *= 1 at B makes 2q^l = 2N1T 
. 47Tf l 2f l
i.e. --- 2—  = 2 W n or — —  = N ♦ (3.21)
V  V
*tllwhere f^ is the resonant frequency of the tube vibrating in the N 
mode where N is an integer*
The variation of the impedance is plotted for frequencies near
Fig.3*1
THE DRIVING POINT IA-iF&DAffOfl. ^
X
oo
0
a) The argand diagram.
As predicted by equations 3.12 and 3,15.
b) The impedance curve corresponding to this theory.
oo
f
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resonance in figure 3*1 b. It is found that the impedance changes from . 
the maximum to the minimum with a change of only a few cycles per second 
in the frequency. The vector Zq is approximately constant over the 
frequency range considered, therefore as the frequency changes the 
point R + jX moves round the circle in figure 3*1 and the system 
impedance Zqq varies from a minimum at ^  to a maximum at D passing 
through B where the frequency equals the resonant frequency*
In previous work with apparatus of this type (Kitching 1962) 
the analysis.was performed by constructing a diagram in the form of 
figures 3*1 a and 3.2, using approximate values of and the measured 
values of a00« The angles were then measured and tan 0  was plotted
shown that this is a straight line, and that the slope and intercept
can be used to determine the attenuation and velocity of sound in the
gas column* Several values of z were tried until one which yieldedo
a straight line was obtained, which made this technique very laborious* 
In order to facilitate the calculations a computer program 
was prepared to perform the above process, but the results obtained 
were not entirely satisfactory* One of the reasons for this is 
illustrated in figure 3*2 showing the effect of a small error in the 
positions of the maximum and minimum on the value of^ jjfc It was 
therefore decided to prepare an alternative method which was less 
subject to error.
The process eventually used involved expressing the 
theoretical curve in terms of 5 parameters, and then using a least 
squares method to find the best fit values of the parameters* In the
against frequency* By using the approximation tan
32*
• Fig. 3.2
EFFSGT OF CHANGE IN MAXIMUM IMPEDANCE ON ATTESTATION 
as calculated from circle diagram*
z00
2r. 2r.
f
X
oo
0
A.1
a) Postulated impedance curves 
with different maxima.
b)First circle diagram,
c) Superimposed circle
diagrams showing the large 
difference, in
d) Graph of t a n $  against f. 
Slope and intercept 
yield attenuation and 
velocity*
X
Tan- ^
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remainder of this chapter we will derive the equation used, while in 
the next chapter the derivation of the program will be outlined©
Manipulation of equations into a form suitable for analysis
The expressions we have used so far do not contain the
frequency explicitly© In order to introduce it we note that:-
o i 4 7Tfl 
2ql 7—
and also that, at resonance 4 TTfnl/v « 2UN from equation 3.21©
Therefore —  f « 2TTN,v n
Sin 2ql * sin (2ql t 2NTt)
= sin £ 2 ± ( t *  ln)
i 2TTN / jj, 4> -
« sin f (f * fn) ' (3.22)
n
and a similar expression holds for cos 2ql which equals cos (f ^  f^ )*
n
(3.23)
_ . 2TTN (f - f )
Let_ ------- 2- = Q  (3.24)
n
where S*n (Q) ** S*n (2ql) • cos cos
With a suitable choice of the constant D the expressions 3.12, 3.17 and
3*18 can be put in the form j
- - sinh 2al + j sin 2 ql . t „ r,e»vD z  - D z  « .. ... ...------i-*- m (3*25)
00 o cosh 2al - cos 2ql I
Where z and z are the measured impedances in unknown units©
00 o
The situation is then shown in figure 3*3.
Again let M = cosh 2al - cos 2ql# (3*26)
Let D r be the radius of the circle and D in be the distance from the 
centre of the circle to the end of Zq© The relationship between m and
Fig* 3.3(a)* 34.
THE ARGATO DIAGRAM USED TO DEDITCB AN EQUATION 
FOR THE DRIVING POINT IMPEDANCE
X
Dm oo
Dz
00
Dr0
THE CORRESPONDING IMPED ARCS CURVE
00
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r and the measured z is shown in figure 3*3 *>• The angles e and goo
are also defined in figure 3*3 a*
The co-ordinates of a point P cn the circle can be written
R = sinh alAl 
P
X » sin Q/K#
P
Resolving Z in the X direction we get:- oop
Dz sin e es D ra sin g - X * oo p
_ , 2 2 .2 n2 2 . 2  „ 2 w  _ .Squaring D z s m  e « D m s m  g + X - 2X D m  s m  g« ^ oo p p
Resolving in the R direction:-
Dz cos e » OC + D m cos g - R • oo p
2 2 2  2 2 2 2  2Squaring D z cos e ss 00 + D tn cos g + R + 2 OC D m cos goo p
- 2 OC R - 2D m cos g R *
P P
Adding D2z 2 « OC2 + D2 m2 + X 2 + R 2 - 2D m X sin g 
oo p p p
+ 2D m OC cos g - 2 OC R - 2D ra R cos g*(3*27)
P P
Substituting values for X and R we get witi tt* ts ctevtffe*L beCao
P P
o 2 2 2 2
D z  « 1 + D (m + r ) + 2D i cos g OC oo
--i- |[2D m sin g sin Q + cos g]
^2 E in2<S + ^ 2]' (3.28)
+ 1
Where M » cosh 2al - cos Q 
f - f
and Q « 2TTN — -— 2 * 
n
We have shown in equation 3*15 that the radius of the circle is 
cosech 2al, and it is also equal to D r .
Ch« 3. 3^ ,
1
(D r)2
Therefore sinh 2al - _D r
But cosh 2al a (1 + sinh 2al)2 =* 1 +
1 1 1 
~ 1 + ~o ~ — i n r  + t t - + * * * *
2(0 r) (80 r ) (16d r )
Now the R co-ordinate of the centre has been shown to be coth 2al in
equation 3*15*
Therefore OC a coth 2al *■ <^ ?^1sxnh 2al
*  2 1 + sinh22al n2 2 pi 1 "1Therefore OC a ■ "  ....... a D r f 1 + ‘-r-r j
sxnh 2al 2^1 D r J
a D2r2 + 1 . (3.29)
As OC is defined in terras of D and r by equation 3.29* equation 3*28 
connects the measured values of z and f at a known mode (N) in terms 
of the parameters D, mf r, g, f^ .
A computer program is used to determine the best fit values of these
1
parameters, and the attenuation then determined from sinh 2al a ^  ^
2f 1
and the velocity from v a •
Chapter 4*
THE COMPUTER PROGRAM 
The full theory of the least squares solution and the 
complete derivation of the formulae used in the preparation of the 
computer program are both extremely long and would be out of place 
here* It is therefore proposed to give only an outline of the theory 
involved in conjunction with a simplified block diagram of the program* 
Had it been possible to reduce the theoretical curve, 
obtained in chapter 3j to a polynomial form it would have been easy to 
determine the least squares best fit, since standard methods are 
available; indeed commercial computer programs can be used to do this* 
The form derived in chapter 3 was however suitable for the application 
of a method given by Deming (1943)• Since an entire book is devoted 
to deriving the relevant equations we will merely quote the results as 
they are needed, in forms suitable for application to the present 
problem*
In chapter 3 we obtained an equation for the impedance in
measured units in terms of the 5 parameters D, m, r, g and f^ * This
equation is G = 0 where G is given as expression 1 table 4*1* Our
problem is to determine the values of these parameters which yield the
calculated curve which most nearly corresponds the measured values
of z. and f.. l x
Suppose we have a set of approximate values of the parameters* Now 
we let equal the numerical value of the expression evaluated at the 
point z^  f_^ in terms of the approximate values of the parameters*
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We also introduce the notation
GDi. = < # i  StC' (4*1)
If the weights corresponding to the measurements of z^  f^  are 
respectively W . W . we define L. by
Z  *L I K* X
G2 . G2,.
L. = — £i + . (4.3)x ¥ . ¥..zx fx
To determine the relative weights of the respective measurements we
have assessed the likely error in the individual measurements from a
consideration of any systematic errors likely and the determination of
the scatter of repeated readings* This error can be expressed in terms
of the mean square deviation, which is, in turn, related to the weights.
We find „
1
3
1 2
W . ’ W_. * Zizi fx
n
Therefore t 2 2iL. a (G Z / +
X Z X
■ !06
G 2 f 2 f n
106
Let the difference between the approximate values of the parameters
used to calculate G. and their best fit values be V V V V Vi D m r g fn
respectively, where the latter are known as the residuals*
It is shown in Deming that we can then write
G G D D V +
*j» G G 
1  -2-J2 V +
_ i L - D L ra
z .
„ X
G G D r
(4.3)
G_ G D g V +g
G G 1 D fnl
b l  fn X G G D
as well as 4 other analogous equations*
In these equations denotes the sum of the quantity following
(4*4)
evaluated at each of the n measured points z. f.* The equationsx x
29.
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are valid providing the residuals are small, that is, providing the 
initial approximations are good enough*
Thus if we can determine approximate values of the 5 parameters, and
use them to calculate numerical values of G., G_., G . i G . i Gl Dx mi s ri gx
G^ .. and at all the points, then we can calculate the summations
in equation 4*4* The solutions of the 5 simultaneous equations then
gives the residuals of the parameters, that is the changes required in
their values to give the best fit curve* The solution of such a set
of equations is routine and can easily be performed using a computer*
For completeness the expressions to be evaluated in order to get
numerical values for the derivatives etc. are given in table 4*1*
Before the numerical values for equations 4*4 can be
calculated, it is necessary to derive satisfactory approximate values
for the 5 parameters. Approximate values for m and r can be
determined easily from the measured curve, and are shown in figure
3*3. In order to determine an approximate value for D we consider
the reason for its introduction, namely that it is a constant
required to convert measured currents into impedances measured in
units of s d v . Thus equation 3*12, Z - Z = s d v coth (al + jql)oo o
in absolute units becomes Dz - Dz « coth (al + jql) in measuredoo o
units. The value of D therefore depends on the electrical and 
magnetic properties of the loud speaker, the tube cross section, 
the velocity of sound in the tube and the gas density. The electrical 
properties change very slightly with frequency, but not sufficiently 
to affect the results here* The tube velocity changes very little 
with composition, frequency or pressure, so the only important change
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in D arises from the change in gas density, that is from the pressure
changes. As the units are proportional to density d we can says-
d'
D = D T2 • (4.5)1 o a.1
A single value was determined by using the results of the previous 
method in which the slope of the graph of tan 0 /f was determined and 
used to find the attenuation. It was then possible to derive 
satisfactory values of D using the above equation and the known value 
of D at one density.
The determination of the remaining approximate parameters, 
namely f^ and the angle g was performed in the computer using an 
iterative process. For this process the values of current and period 
at the maxima and the minima of the measured curve were used.
From figure 3*3 a
1R . * OC + D r cos g =     ■     r (4 .6 )m m  Dr. (cosh 2al - cos Q . )m m
also R =s OC - D r cos g =  }--- 1 "o""•» "".................. (4.7)max D r  (cosh 2al - cos Q )max
Where Q = 4 ^  - f ) and Q . = 4 ^  ^  " O *  <4’8>max f max n ^mm f m m  nn n
The signs of Q and Q . depend on the sign of the slope of the max m m
diaphragm impedance, and with the present diaphragm Q «n positive
for modes higher than the eighth, and negative for the lower modes.
VTe now introduce a quantity x such that
Q = Q . max m m
Then x = “““““ (f . - f ) * (4*9)f m m  max n
We know f . and f from the measured curve, and since they are very 
m m  max
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close together their mean will be very close to the value of f^ , and 
so a satisfactory value of x can always be calculated.
Using the approximate values of D and r, which can be 
obtained as shown above, we can calculate
1 4
cosh 2al a (l + "2*""2 ) (4.10)
D r
and OC « D r cosh 2al • (4.11)
We Can therefore write equations 4*6 and 4.7 as
OC + D r cos g « i: >"■ ■ -if  ; .n . m... (4*12)
y  D r jT  cosh 2al - cos ( Q m i n  + x)j
and OC - D r cos g » r--r * ...- rr.-r -* (4.13)D r  (cosh 2al - cos Q . )m m
Adding we get
1
i.-oC ?J±.,r:tTC ss ■ 1 ■- y ; ■ _   > ■ .-r +^  D r  «fcosh 2al - cos (Q . + x)f*■ m m
D r (cosh 2al cos Q . )min
or for brevity A^ » A^ + A^ *
(4.14)
(4.l4a)
In which only Q . is unknown. In fact exactly the same equation would 
m m
be obtained in Q instead of Q . and it is impossible to distinguish max min
the solutions for Q and Q . .max m m
An explicit solution for Q in equation 4*l4 proved impossible, instead
an iterative process was used. In the first place we suppose Qm n^ 88 0
and calculate the values of terms A^ , A^ and A^ in equation 4.l4a.
These will not generally satisfy the equation, and to get a better
value of Q . we make term A_ « A ' ~ An. From the value of Q . so min 3 1 2  m m
calculated a corresponding value of term A_ can be found and the
d*
process repeated until a satisfactory value of Q has been obtained.
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This usually occurred after about 8 cycles, but occasionally had not
been reached after 20 cycles, when a new process was started using an
initial value of Q . « ~ • From the value obtained for Q . it wasm m  2 m m
possible to substitute back into equations 4.12 and 4.13 to determine 
cos 0*
To distinguish between Q . and Q and to determine thenun max
sign of cos g proved difficult analytically* However examination of 
results calculated by the previous method showed that for the present
diaphragm cos g would be negative for all the modes used* The actual
2 2 2condition for this is that z is less than m + r , so theo
measurement of z would make it easy to determine whether or not thiso
was the case in any future work. It is also found that the smaller 
value of Q corresponded to the sharper turning point in the impedance 
curve, and was always the maximum in the present work, that is it was 
negative for modes above the eighth*
The value of Q so determined was used to calculate f from equationn
4.8, Q = (f _ f )
’ max f max n n
After deriving the values of the approximate parameters as
outlined above it was possible to calculate the numerical values of
the derivatives and so to construct equations 4*4* It was found that
the initial errors in f and g were often much larger than those inn
the other parameters, and so only these 2 parameters were adjusted in 
the first 1 or 2 cycles. In the remaining 3 cycles all 5 parameters 
were adjusted.
A very much simplified block diagram of the program is 
given in figures 4*1, 4.2 and 4*3* The section shown in figure 4*1
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consists of the determination of the initial approximate values of the 
parameters in the manner outlined above. The following part shown in 
figure 4.2 contains the calculation of the numerical values of the 
derivatives and the preparation of the matrix corresponding to 
equations 4*4. The remainder of the program, which is given in figure 
4*3, deals with the solution of the matrix to determine the residuals; 
the tests to determine whether or not the values were satisfactory, and 
so to decide if another cycle was required; the calculation of the 
new values of the parameters either to calculate the attenuation and 
velocity or to commence another cycle*
The complete program was written in autocode on punched tape 
and took about 5 minutes to enter the college Ferranti Sirius computer 
which then took about 12 minutes to process each set of data* The 
preparation of the necessary data and the punching of the necessary 
data tapes took about 8 minutes per set, and was generally performed 
while other sets of data were being computed* The program was 
arranged so that a new set of data was automatically started as soon as 
the previous set had been completed* Only occasionally did the process 
break down, and then it was invariably due to a mistake in the 
preparation of the data tape. The program was therefore extremely 
satisfactory, as it considerably reduced the time taken in analysing 
the results and improved the accuracy of the final result*
■Fig*4« 1 <,. SIMHLIfflm  BLOCK DIAGRAM OF COMPUTER ■LRQORAM 0 -
Code for recognition.copied from data tape.
Approximate valuer, of D and value of N with 
maximum and minimum currents and corresponding 
periods* .
Values for 'D'5m 5.r5fror^ f rnp n calculated*
“ ' I__________________ _ _________a---------------------
Sign of and.OC,x 2DriQC calculated*
nil = 0 ana’ with Qmin 0. start iterative
to find satisfactory values' of Qr;,ax a m
| Bulk of above .'iteration process*
 0*4% .>• error (>  0*4%
0 lest number of cycles <g 20 ■
Test n 11. if = 0 put n 11=1 >-
If n 11 = 1 read remaining data 
and then finish or start the next 
set'of readings*
Use the values of and their sign
to calculate f^9 sin g and cos g»~vl  _
Print these results*
f
t-S©
Fig.4.2. GON?IMTATIOH OF BLOCK DIASRa” Qg PROGRAM.
eraenvs. to zero
Calculate G,
( -‘p I *? ! o f ualCUid c/ and- divide by L.
Calculate useful groups of parameters and 
variables for the point in­
junctions of the parameters calculated 
■ p P
Eng© D~~m 1,2Dm cos. g* 2m cos g /r . r e ­
calculate frequencies f^ and impedances for 
all if Also put■ nlO = 0.________.■ ______ _
Calculate the parts of and C, which are
independant of i« • ’
.erepare- proaucts 
and Store in a 6x> matrix©
add to previous values
Calculate and'print difference between calculated
_ ' 2
■and measured values of z4 © Form • z. '
Ob v a m  9 ap.n ^ ^
by L.7 and store ‘tl
G^.and 1L- © Divide■derivatives
Read the measured values of current and period 
from the data tape©Let- these be I. P. where .
.rrxnt tin parameters
Test changes in the val*
IF first cycle test residuals o. 
they are small put, nlO = 0.-
.e matrix oj uauss-Jouraan eliminancn,, . 
tion yields the residuals of the parameters
One or more > 0*5%
'ess than 5 cycles
All <"0.5% — >
lore' than 5 eye 1 OQ' -V-
Calculate and print D j f ^ r jf^and variance*
1 . ...  ■ _
Calculate attenuation and velocity of sound.
Read total gas pressure from tape -B.
V
—  ■  ^ ' 
Calculate, (f /pressure) an& Tram it the tube
attenuation *D.e terrains the relaxation absorption
2
ar and so fp /a^. EKD*
Calculate the revised approximations to
D 5in^r?g .and as well as some functions of these.
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Chapter 5»
THE RESONANCE TUBE 
The resonance system used in the present study was based 
directly on that previously used in this laboratory by Kitching (1962)* 
It consisted of a rigid duralium tube closed at one end by a solid 
reflector and at the other by a plane diaphragm. It is necessary to 
describe it in some detail as several important modifications were 
made to it for the present work#
The basic essentials of a resonance system for work of this 
type will first be outlined briefly# The resonance tube must have 
smooth rigid walls, and its dimensions determine the range of 
frequencies for which it can be used# Both the reflector and the 
diaphragm must be flat and perpendicular to the axis of the tube, the 
latter must be vibrated along the axis of the tube, with a fixed 
amplitude of vibration by a force which can be measured# In addition 
to this the system must be suitable for evacuation to a low pressure 
and for filling with a specified mixture of gases#
The Tube
The tube used for the present work was made of duralium and 
had a smooth flaw free bore which was cleaned with a rotary polisher# 
It was about 170 cm# long by about 11#5 cm# in diameter with a wall 
thickness of about 0*7 cm# It has been shown by Lamb (1925) that the 
shortest wavelength at which transverse modes of such a tube canrhe 
excited is given by
(Wavelength) » 1*7 X (tube diameter)
Thus for the present apparatus at frequencies below 1,700 cycles per
4-9.
Table 5<>1 T UBS DIMENSIONS.
LMGTH.
Orientation
Length in cm.
0" £»90 180q 270°"
Temperature °C 
13.6
14.1
14.6
14.9
167.728
167.731
167.750
167.751
167.733
167.736
167.737
167.737
167.739
167.740
167.742
167.742
167.735 
167-735
167.736 
167.738
Mean change in length per degree 0. =0.0038 cm.
The following corrections were applied to these readings; 
Guage zero errors- subtract 0.002 cm. from each reading. 
Guage contraction;- subtract 0.002(20-T) cm. from each. 
Adjusting the readings to 1 3 . 6°0 and applying the above 
corrections we finds-
167.727 167.752 167.758 167.754
167.728 167.755 167.757 167.752
167.725 167.752 167.757 167.731
167.751 167.751 167.756 167.732
M e a n 167.726 167.752 167.757 167.732
Subtract overlap 0.002 0.000 0.007 0.006
»- diaphragm gap 0.040 0.040 0.040 0.040
Me an  length at 13.6*0 = 167.77 cm - 0.01 cm. 
MEAK LENGTH AT 29 = 167.85 cm. - 0.01 cm.
DIAMETER Tube diameter in cm.
Reflector end 11.4-15 11.410 11.415 11.410
Loudspeaker end 11.425 11.430 11.415 11.430
MEAN DIAMETER * 11.4-2 - 0.01 cm.
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second only plane longitudinal waves can be propagated. The fundamental 
mode is excited when the tube length equals half a \tfavelength, which 
occurs for a frequency about 100 cycles per second in the present 
apparatus* The ends of the tube were threaded to take flanges onto 
which the loudspeaker and reflector could be bolted.
The internal diameter of the tube was measured in two 
perpendicular directions at each end of the tube using a pair of 
callipers. The results of these measurements are given in table *>•
The length of the tube was measured after the reflector had been 
bolted on by means of a set of rod guages. The results of these 
measurements are given in table &• Corrections were applied to 
these measurements for the contraction of the guage due to its 
temperature change and the change in length of the tube as it changed 
in temperature. Further measurements were required to determine the 
distance between the end of the tube and the diaphragm and also the 
distance between the face of the flange and the end of the resonance 
tube so that the exact length of the gas column could be determined.
The results of these four sets of measurements of the tube length 
shovr that the reflector and diaphragm were parellel to each other.
The reflector
The reflector assembly is shown in figure 5.1* It consists 
of a bronze flange, A, which was screwed onto the tube to which the 
end plate, B, made from l|- inches thick mild steel, was bolted. The 
remaining section, C, was bolted onto B, and all the joints were made 
gas tight by the provision of grooves into which rubber o-rings were 
placed. To provide facilities for a flow of gas through the apparatus
<Q
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a small hole was drilled through the end plate* B* This hole could be 
closed by screwing the plunger, D, which was mounted on screw threads 
in C, fully in. In this position it was lapped flush with the end 
plate. The other end passed through the o-ring assembly at F, which 
eliminated any leakage of gas even while the plunger was being screwed 
in or out* The gas flowed from the hole in the end plate, By through 
the side tube in C to a vacuum flange, E, which was connected to the 
vacuum system*
The Loudspeaker
Figure 5»2 is a diagram of the loudspeaker assembly* The 
bronze flange, A, was screwed onto the duralium tube about 2 inches 
from the end. Another bronze section, B, was bolted to it and fitted 
over the end of the duralium tube* It also contained the gas inlet 
system, C* D was an annular brass spacer separatingB from the massive 
steel section, E* The diaphragm was mounted between two o-rings which 
were supported by grooves in B and F, F being an annular support 
bolted and cemented onto the plate, E* T h e  cylindrical jnagnet,G|WQs 
bolted between the steel plate, H, and E* The thick tubular cylinder 
of mild steel, I, was screwed into H and was of such a length and 
diameter that there was only a narrow annular gap, about 0.05 Inches 
wide, between it and the edges of a if inches hole in the centre of 
plate E. This assembly constituted a magnetic circuit from the magnet,
to
G, through the steel plate, H, and the tube, I, across the narrow gap 
to E and back to the magnet* The symmetry of the gap was checked 
using a travelling microscope and the uniformity of the magnetic flux 
across it was established by using a ballistic galvanometer with a
I7za
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specially constructed search coil* The brass holder, J, for the lens 
used to produce Newton*s rings was screwed into I, and the end of I was 
then closed by K, which consisted of a cylindrical length of brass
oclosed by a disc of optically flat glass araldited at an angle of 10 
to the axis*
The gas entry system, C, is shown in figures 5«2 and 5»3 a.
To ensure a high pumping speed the plunger, M, was housed in tube Q,
figure 5«3, while the vacuum system was connected to the tube P and
connector, 0* The plunger, M, was threaded to screw in and out of Q,
and was lapped flush with the inside of the resonance tube when screwed
»
fully in, in this position it was a tight fit in the small hole, R, 
drilled in the side of the resonance tube* To avoid having a large 
pressure difference across the diaphragm several holes were drilled 
through the base of the mounting, F, figure 5*2, so that the gas could 
flow round the diaphragm*
The entire loudspeaker assembly was intended to be gas tight, 
and to ensure that the joints were leak free they were all sealed by 
o-rings in suitable grooves* The electrical leads, L, passed through 
a small hole in the housing, E, and were set in araldite at each end 
to eliminate any leaks* Unfortunately the magnet casting was rather 
porous, so it was isolated from the gas under test by the o-ring 
closing the end of the annular gas between E and I* However, as the 
bronze castings were slightly porous, it was still necessary to give 
the system several coats of glyptal lacquer. The entire system could 
then be evacuated to a pressure of a few microns*
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-Fig. 5.5
a) THE GAS ENTRY INTO TEE LOUDSPEAKER A3SE-IPLY.
U N
Section 
* 5*2
Resonance tube
b ) THE DIAPHRAGM.
Coil
S glass 
disk
The Diaphragm
Many different diaphragms were prepared in a variety of 
different ways before a satisfactory one was obtained# The procedure 
finally adopted, which was used for the diaphragm with which the 
results quoted later were obtained, will be outlined below*
Two discs of duralium, 0*91 mm* thick were turned on a lathe 
to diameters of 4} and 72 inches respectively* In order to ensure 
that the discs were both flat, and to eliminate stresses, they were 
both heat treated by being heated to about 300° C* between heavy flat 
steel plates, and maintained at that temperature for about 24 hours* 
They were then cooled very slowly indeed, for the next 24 hours* The 
discs were then cemented together using araldite AY 103 with hardener 
HY 951, great care being taken to ensure that they were concentric* 
After the araldite had set it was cured at a temperature of 120° C* 
between the flat plates for several hours, and then cooled very slowly 
again*
The coil consisted of about 450 turns of 45 S*W.G* insulated 
copper wire, which were wound onto a paper former in a coil winder*
The paper former was prepared on a brass holder, of the correct 
diameter, impregnated with araldite AY 105» and then cured in an oven 
at a temperature of about 100° C* After the coil had been wound both 
the coil and the former were coated with AY 105 which was again cured 
at high temperature* One side of an optically flat disc, about % inch 
in diameter, was roughened and painted with matt black paint, and then 
cemented in the centre of the diaphragm with araldite* The coil was 
then also cemented centrally onto the diaphragm using araldite* The
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completed assembly was cured at 50° A diagram of the assembled 
diaphragm iss&own in figure 5.* 3b*.
Great care was necessary in mounting the diaphragm and 
assembling the loudspeaker, otherwise the diaphragm was likely to be 
damaged in the process. The method used was to place the section E 
onto a bench, and rest the o-rings and spacers in place on it and then 
to solder the coil leads to the electrical leads, L, on the assembly,
E. The diaphragm was then put carefully in place, the coil being held 
in the centre of the gap by threads placed round it. The bronze 
section, B, which was very heavy, complete with o-ring, was then 
placed above the diaphragm on spacers round the outer edge of E.
Four of the eight bolts were then put into place, and tightened as 
the spacers were reduced in thickness by small steps. When the force 
from the compression of the o-rings was sufficient to support B the 
bolts were tightened cyclically is- steps of 6 thousandths of an inch 
at a time, using a feeler guage to measure the gap. When the bolts 
were tight the remaining four bolts were put into place and tightened, 
and the threads round the coil were removed through the tube I. The 
lens mount J and cover K could then be added, and the entire assembly 
could be bolted onto the flange, A. To check that the diaphragm was 
vibrating satisfactorily tests were made to see that the vibration 
was uniform and also to check that current and amplitude of vibration 
were proportional. A plot of current against amplitude of vibration 
is shown in figure A plot representing the variation of the
diaphragm impedance with frequency is shown in figures 5.5 and 5*6 
where the impedance is obtained by dividing the current by the
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Fig* 5#4
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frequency at constant amplitude of vibration9 It can be shown that 
for maximum sensitivity the impedance should be of the order of s v d, 
where s v and d are defined in chapter 3 ° The present diaphragm was 
sufficiently sensitive for use between 300 cycles per second and 
1,200 cycles per second, although it was most sensitive in the range 
500 to 1,000 cycles per second* The discontinuities in the diaphragm 
response curves, figures 5»5 and 5*6j at frequencies of about 500 and 
1,000 cycles per second were caused by the resonance of the gas behind 
the diaphragm.
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Chapter 6.
THE MEASURING SYSTEMS
The Optical System
The method used to determine the amplitude of vibration of the
diaphragm was first described by Smith (19^ 5) and involves Newton*s
rings formed between a vibrating glass disc cemented onto the diaphragm
and a stationary lens. The visibility of such fringes becomes zero for
certain amplitudes of vibration, the first eight disappearances are for
amplitudes of 0.1914X , 0.4393 X» 0.6886 X, 0.9383X, 1.1882 ^ 1.4380 X,
1.6880 X, 1*9379 X  where X  is the wavelength of the light used. This
phenomenon provided a sensitive and convenient method of specifying a
reproducible amplitude of vibration.
The system shown in figure 6.1 was used both to provide a
parallel beam of light for the formation of the fringes, and as a
telescopic system for viewing them. Light from the mercury lamp, A,
was focussed onto the small stop, C, by the condenser lens, B. The
light was then projected through the converging lens, D, and through a
green gelatine filter, E, onto the glass plate, F, which reflected it
through the objective, G. Suitable positioning of the components
ensured that the emergent beam was accurately parallel. This parallel 
p ' { 
beam was directed through the inclined glass plate in K, figures 6.2
and 5.2, along the tube, J, to the lens, R, and glass disc, S, between
which the Newton*s rings were formed. The plate, K, and the inner face
of the lens were inclined to the incident beam so that light reflected
from them did not enter the viewer. The position of R could be altered
by screwing the three supporting screws into or out of the holder, and
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Fig. 6.1 THE OPTICAL SYSTEM. 
Combined projector and viewer.
Binocular eyepiece
Focusing lens
Green filter 
'Collimator lens f=2cm.
-| Mercury
lamp
  C" r /-v:- ~
Glass | 
plate ! tz
Condenser 
lens f=2cm
G
Objective f = ^ f*
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Fig. 6.2.
THE FORMATION ItF THE Ng.VT0N,3 RINGS.
R the lens mountin
S the glass disk
Diaphragm.
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in this way it was possible to centralise the fringes.
The fringes were viewed by focusing light through the 
objective, G, and the moveable focusing lens, H, onto a HBeck” binocular 
viewer, which was fitted with times 15 eyepieces. With this system it 
was possible to focus on objects between 5 and 7 inches from the 
objective, G. To avoid unnecessary stray light all the internal 
surfaces were painted with matt black paint. With careful adjustment 
it was possible to obtain fringes of very high contrast and once set 
up further adjustment was only very rarely necessary.
An important advantage of this system of determining the 
amplitude of vibration is that it provides very sensitive checks on 
the diaphragm performance. If the diaphragm is not vibrating uniformly 
the fringes do not disappear from the entire field of view at the same 
time, but instead a band of uniform illumination crosses the field of 
.view.as the amplitude of vibration is increased* It is also important 
that the amplitude of vibration is proportional to the current through 
the coil, and this can be tested by observing the current at several 
successive disappearances. A graph of amplitude of vibration against 
current for the diaphragm used in the present work is shown in figure 
5.4, page 5B.
The power supply used to provide the direct current for the 
mercury lamp is shown in figure 6.3. It is important that the supply 
should be d.c. as otherwise !,beatst! may be observed between the 
vibrating diaphragm and the periodic illumination. In the supply 
shown in figure 6.3 the transistors Trl and Tr2 act as a long-tailed 
pair amplifier, and amplify the difference between their base voltages.
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As the base voltage of Trl is controlled by the output voltage and that 
of Tr2 is fixed by the three zener diodes, the output of this amplifier 
represents a measure of the departure of the output voltage from the 
set reference voltage* This output signal is applied to transistor 
Tr4 and amplified by transistors Tr5 and Tr6 before being applied to 
the base of transistor Tr7» The base voltage controls the series 
resistance of Tr7 through which the output current passes, and so 
controls the output voltage from the stabiliser* The voltages for 
both the reference circuit and the power circuit were full wave 
rectified and capacitor smoothed* The mercury discharge tube was 
supplied by the 24 volt output through a 24 ohm series limiting 
resistor. In order to start the lamp the heater switch was closed for 
a short time, causing a current to pass through the filament and heat 
it up. As soon as the discharge had started the heater current was 
switched off.
So that the fringes could be viewed under the best possible 
conditions, a small dark room was built over one end of the thermostat 
tank, and the fringes were viewed by an observer whose eyes had become 
accustomed to the low level of illumination and were therefore at 
their most sensitive. As it was necessary to read the measured current 
and to write them down the dark room was illuminated by a green 
safelight situated above the writing surface, as shown in figure 6.4 b.
A block diagram of the electronic apparatus used to supply 
the current for the moving coil is shown in figure 6.4 a. The signal 
was obtained from a Muirhead K-126-A decade oscillator, which gave 
output frequencies between 10 and 100,000 cycles per second in three
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Fig. 6.4a* BLOCK DIAGRAM OF LOUDSPEAKER CIRCUIT.
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Fig. 6.4b. LAYOUT OF CONTROLS IN DARKROOM.
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ranges® In the range usually used, 90 to 1,090 cycles per second, the
frequency could be set to within 0*1 cycles per second of the required
value by the decade controls, and to within much closer limits by using
the continuous fine control also provided* In practice the oscillator
was set to a suitable period value, with a precision better than 1 part 
5xn 10 , as shown by the counter*
The output of the oscillator was displayed on a, Srolccbron
oscilloscope to check that no significant distortion occurred and was
then fed into a conventional audio power amplifier* The transistorised
power amplifier used is based on a circuit given by Toby (l96l), and is
shown in figure 6*5* The amplifier had a voltage gain of about 120
times, and as it had 60 db of negative feedback the overall distortion
was only about 0*296* The three outputs from the amplifier wont to the
second beam of the oscilloscope, to the Racal counter unit and to the
resistance box respectively# The wave form was not analysed, but it was
displayed on the oscilloscope and never showed any sign of distortion.
The period of the signal from the amplifier was determined on
a Racal counter jfcypfr. The counter included an integral crystal
frequency standard with a nominal frequency of 10 megacycles per second#
For the present work the mode of operation was such that the counter
counted the number of pulses from the crystal oscillator during 100
cycles of the signal# In this way a seven figure value for the period
of the signal was obtained. As the cycle time was always very short,
about half a second, it was possible to adjust the oscillator controls
so that the counter indicated the desired period to better than 1 part 
5in 10 # The slight variations in oscillator output caused variations
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in the last figure of the display and the counter was accurate only to 
1 on the last digit• The absolute accuracy of the counter was not 
checked since only the relative values of the frequencies were required 
to be very accurate, the value about which they were distributed was 
required only to 0,1%, which is easily within the absolute accuracy of 
the counter*
The output was fed through a non-inductive resistance box and 
a multi-range a*c* milliammeter to the loudspeaker coil; the milliammeter 
was a moving coil instrument and was used in the ranges 0-2*5, 0-10 and 
0-25 milliamperes* As the apparatus was grouped about the darkroom 
as shown in figure 6,3 b it could all easily be reached while sitting 
in a suitable position to view the fringes through the binocular 
eyepiece* In taking readings the procedure was first to spend fifteen 
minutes in the dark-room while the observer*s eyes became accustomed 
to the low level of the illumination, then to adjust the output period 
from the oscillator to give a convenient period, and then to adjust the 
current through the coil using the output voltage control on the 
oscillator for the fine adjustment, and the series resistance for 
coarse control and to keep on the sensitive part of the control* The 
current through the milliammeter was noted both as the fringes 
disappeared and as they reappeared on the other side of the minimum 
contrast position and the mean value was calculated® The values of 
current so measured were reproducible to within 0*1%. Similar readings 
were taken at convenient periods about the resonant frequency of that 
mode of the tube, generally about 20 readings being taken in all.
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This method of determining the driving point impedance of the 
diaphragm proved extremely satisfactory and was used for all the results 
quoted in the present work.
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Chapter 7*
THE CONTROL AND MEASUREMENT 
OF THE TEMPERATURE OF THE GAS MIXTURES 
The parameters measured in the present study are the velocity 
and absorption of sound in the gas mixtures$ the accuracy of the work 
is such that errors of 0.1% in the velocity and 0.5# in the attenuation 
are tolerable.
Now v * (*$*“ )
Where ^  ®* the ratio of specific heats
R m the universal gas constant
T *» the absolute temperature of the gas
M s the molecular weight of the gas *
Differentiating therefore 
dv i dT— S3 «—— f
v 2 T
Thus to produce a 0.1% change in v a change of 0.002 T, or about 0.6° K 
is necessary.
The change of attenuation coefficient with temperature is also 
slow, and a similar temperature variation would be permissible. The 
above analysis,would be entirely satisfactory, if it were possible to 
determine the attenuation and the velocity instantaneously, but in 
practice this was not possible, as readings for each impedance against 
frequency curve took about half an hour, and any temperature change 
during this period distorted the curve obtained. Some indication of 
the magnitude of this effect is shown by the two curves in figure 7.1, 
which were obtained using the same charge of gas at slightly different
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temperatures# As the analysis involved finding the best fit theoretical 
curve to the measured points, the distortion due to such temperatures 
changes would have a very profound effect on the calculated values of 
the attenuation and velocity* For this reason an elaborate and very 
sensitive thermostat system was necessary*
A side view of the thermostat tank used is shown in figure 
7*2 a and the cross-section of the tube is shown in figure 7*2 b#
The resonance tube was placed in the inner tube of a zinc tank, which 
was nine feet long# The resonance tube was mounted on wooden trolleys 
fitted with sponge cushions to absorb vibrations* The inner tube was 
surrounded by a 3 inch “jacket” of water which was contained in the 
outer tank* To maintain the entire length of the tube at the same 
temperature air was circulated along and round a baffle placed on the 
tube by a fan fitted with a directional “cowling”* Both ends of the 
centre tube were closed with 1 inch thick blocks of wood and 1\ inch 
expanded polystyrene insulation* The controls and telescope passed 
through small holes which were sealed with cotton wool while readings
were being taken* The fan was driven by an external motor by means of
\
a long flexible coupling* The top of the tank was covered with 
aluminium sheets and polystyrene insulation, while the sides and 
bottom were covered with a layer of 1 inch felt*
The water in the jacket was circulated round the inner tube 
as shown in figure 7«3 a by long stirrers illustrated in figure 7«3 V>° 
The stirrers each consisted of a 2^  inch diameter copper cylinder 
closed by a brass blank at each end with rectangular slots at top and 
bottom to direct the flow of water along the paths shown in figure 7«3 a*
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The propeller was mounted on a brass rod running on nylon bearings at 
the top and bottom of the stirrer, and was driven by an electric motor 
mounted vertically above it and connected to it by a flexible coupling®
The temperature of the water was adjusted by four heaters 
placed as shown in figure 7»3 a , each of which was controlled by its 
own thermistor control circuit, the location of the sensing elements 
is also shown in figure 7«3 &• The reasons for using four independent 
systems were firstly to eliminate significant ’’hunting” and secondly to 
help to compensate for any slight differences in heat losses between 
one end of the tube and the other9 The thermistor mount used is shown 
in figure 7«3 c and contains the entire bridge unit, the circuit of 
which is shown in figure 7»3 d.
A block diagram of the control unit is shown in figure 7*4,
The unit consists basically of 4 alternating current bridges each 
coupled with a phase sensitive detector which controls a relay operating 
the heater power* To reduce the noise level, especially that caused 
by pick-up, an oscillator operating at about 3.3 kilocycles per second 
is used to provide the signal, and the output from each bridge is 
amplified by a frequency selective amplifier tuned to the frequency of 
the oscillator* The output from this amplifier is compared to a 
reference signal amplified from the oscillator, and their relative 
phase is used to produce a signal to operate the switch relay* This 
relay is used to operate the larger power relay which supplies the 
current to the heater*
The oscillator circuit is shown in figure 7*5 a. The circuit 
is a conventional W$4ji bridge, and the design details were from the
79.
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Mullard reference manual of transistor circuits (1961) <> The thermistor,
R5, is included to improve the output stability. One output from the 
oscillator goes to the reference voltage generator. This consists of 
a phase shift, able to vary the phase of the output signal by 90°, 
followed by a two stage amplifier which gives a 5 volt square-wave 
output which is suitable for use as a reference voltage in the switch 
unit •
The other output from the oscillator passes through the 
primaries of the 4 transformers in parallel, the signals to each of the 
bridges being taken from the different secondaries. The bridge circuit 
is shown in figure 7.3 The bridge was placed inside the thermistor 
holder and was in the thermostat tank, so the temperature of the 
hystability resistors in the fixed arms of the bridge, and of the 
potentiometers in the adjustable arm, did not vary. To get a good 
balance it was necessary to incorporate a capacitor in one arm of the 
bridge, and by including also a trimmer it was possible to get very 
satisfactory balances and high sensitivity.
The output signal from each of the bridge circuits was 
amplified by a four stage amplifier with a frequency selective network 
tuned to the,frequency of the oscillator. The circuit used is shown 
in figure 7»6, and was given by Miles (19^3). The twin T circuit 
caused feedback of frequencies other than that to which the amplifier 
was tuned from the output of the 3rd stage to the input of the 2nd 
stage.4 The overall gain of the amplifier at the frequency to which 
it was tuned was about 50,000 and the width of the frequency response 
curve at the 3 db. points was about 100 cycles. To eliminate
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interference between the four amplifiers each supply voltage was 
individually decoupled by a resistor and capacitor as shown in the 
figure#
The switch unit, which was essentially a phase sensitive 
detector, is shown in figure 7*7* The circuit shown was developed 
specially for the present work# The first two stages, which contain 
TrO and Trl are emitter follower amplifiers to avoid any possibility of 
overloading the reference supply. This signal from the reference 
generator chops the input signal from the amplifier at Tr2 which is 
Mcut off” when the base is made positive by the reference signal. This 
is the mode of operation of a homodyne detector, and yields a g-wave 
rectified signal when the reference and input signals are in phase, 
but no signal if they are out of phase# This direct current signal is 
used to switch the chain of transistors Tr3* Tr4 and Tr5, the last of 
which drives the switch relay# These transistors whose operation 
involves large changes in current consumption are fed by a separate 
supply to reduce the danger of voltage variations changing the operation 
of the detector stage.
The relay in the switch unit switches power from a separate 
J-wave rectified source which in turn switches the larger power relays 
which switch the current to the heaters# The heater current is a#c# 
derived from a Variac transformer, and the output voltage is adjusted 
to give a suitable level of heating. The power supplies for the various 
sections of the controller are shown in figure 7*8# The necessary 
voltage stabilization was provided by zener diodes, and care was taken 
to stop different sections interfering with each other#
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The entire unit, except the power relays and the bridge
circuits, was housed in a single box* All the circuit units, namely 
four amplifiers, four switch units and the combined oscillator and 
reference generator were on separate printed circuit boards, which were 
plugged into multi-connector sockets and screened from each other and 
from the power supplies* When the units were set up they switched on 
and off with a resistance change of 0*5 ohms in 6.8 Kilohms, which 
would correspond to a temperature change of about 0*0025° C* for the 
thermistors used, which were Mullard, code number VA 5705® In actual 
operation the slight variations in the reference resistor temperatures 
and slight hunting effects etc* increased the variation to about 0.01° C* 
The temperature of the tube was measured on 4 thermometers 
spaced along the length of the tube as shown in figure 7»Xa. The bulbs 
of the thermometers were immersed in glycerine placed in cups which 
were cemented onto the side of the tube, thus ensuring that they were 
in good thermal contact with the tube. The thermometers passed through 
zinc tubes welded onto the top wall of the inner tube and projecting
above the level of the water in the jacket* The thermometers used were
' ocalibrated by the National Physical Laboratory to an accuracy of 0*02 C.
oand could be read with a magnifying viewer to 0*01 C*
The entire thermostat system was very reliable and extremely 
satisfactory* It maintained the tube temperature within ±0*01° C* for 
long periods with only minor adjustments, and the entire system 
including stirrers could be operated for months at a time without any 
attention apart from occasionally topping the tank up with water*
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Chapter 8.
THE GAS HANDLING SYSTEM 
In work of the present type great care is necessary to 
control the mixture preparation, and especially to eliminate all 
possibility of active impurities contaminating the mixture being 
examined# In this respect it is imperative to avoid traces of water 
vapour which are extremely active as well as being very common* The 
best way of removing water vapour from the system is to flush it 
through with dry gas for long periods, and so provision was made for 
this in the present apparatus* In order to remove the other gases 
from the tube it was necessary to evacuate it to a low pressure# The 
method of mixture preparation used also involved maintaining a low 
pressure in the system for a long period#
The vacuum and pumping system for the resonance tube was 
constructed from 1 inch copper tubing and is shown in figure 8#1* The 
valves lettered A, E, F, 6, D were 1 inch "Speedivalves" and were 
incorporated to increase the flexibility of the circuit and to 
facilitate leak testing* Valves B and C are incorporated in the 
reflector and loudspeaker assemblies respectively* The junctions and 
unions were commercial demountable joints using o-rings for vacuum 
tightness, and the flanges and other permanent joints were brazed in 
place* Flexibility in the alignment and position of the resonance 
tube was provided by 2 Edwards flexible couplings, connected to the 
reflector and loudspeaker respectively*
The pumping system consisted of an Edwards two-stage rotary 
oil pump backing ^  Edwards oil diffusion pump. Gare was taken to
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eliminate back diffusion of the oil by including a liquid air cold 
trap, and rapid cycling was facilitated by the valve system illustrated 
in figure 8.1 b, Rough pumping was performed with the diffusion pump 
isolated from the system. The pressure in the system was measured with 
a 0-780 mm. of hg, dial guage at high pressures and a Pirani guage at 
low ones. Manipulation of the valves E and G enabled the maximum and 
minimum pressure in the system to be measured when the system was being 
pumped down.
The dried gas was flushed through the system by entering at 
the £ inch Speedivalve e in figures 8,1 and 8,2 and flowing via B C D G 
to leave the system at 3, which was connected to a mercury bubble. The 
gas purification and drying system is shown in figure 8.2, while a block 
diagram is shown in figure 9*1* page' $4, The oxygen was passed through 
a commercial carbon dioxide absorbent with an integral indicator, trade 
name "Sofnolite", to a cold trap cooled by a solid carbon dioxide/acetone 
mixture. Further drying was provided by passing it over four 2 foot 
lengths of phosphorus pentoxide and another cold trap before it entered 
the resonance tube. When the impurity gas was a cylinder gas, that is 
in the cases of helium and hydrogen, it was passed through the same 
purifying system. The carbon dioxide used was prepared in a Tucker 
generator, and passed through the same drying system, but was carefully 
isolated from the Sofnolite, When water vapour was the impurity it was 
evaporated directly into the system through the valves d and e, and was 
isolated from the drying system.
The purifying system was constructed from "Pyrex11 glass, with 
ground glass connections and some lengths of high quality P.V.C. tubing
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which was used to provide flexible connections. The connections to the
1 inch system were of £ inch copper tubing with commercial connections
where necessary* To avoid the possibility of contamination the system
was connected to another pumping system, again of the form shown in
figure 8*1 b. Indication of the pressure in this section of the
apparatus was performed by a Pirani guage at low pressures and by a
0-760 mm* of hg. dial guage for intermediate pressures.
A pressure measuring sustem was incorporated for the accurate
measurement of the gas pressure in the tube. This system included a
mercury manometer used to measure the difference between the final gas
pressure and atmospheric pressure. The low pressures of the impurity
gases were measured with a variety of different methods depending on
the gas pressure to be measured. Very low pressures were measured
either with an Edwards "Vacustat” for permanent gases, or with a
0>(C d&is St6, o £>1( ^  Cwr* * h f t l c )  
closed arm oil manometer^vrhich was used with the closed arm evacuated.
Rather higher pressures were measured with a closed tube mercury
manometer with the centre tube evacuated. Great care was taken in
setting up each of the closed reference arms to ensure that they were
evacuated to a very low pressure. This was ensured by sealing the
reference tubes from the system with the manometer fluid while it was
—2
boiling and at a low pressure, usually about 10 mm. of hg. These 
guages were mounted on a Pyrex system, and the guages not in use were 
isolated by glass stopcocks.
The method of preparing the gas mixtures was to evacuate the 
systems and to flush the resonance tube with dry oxygen for a period 
to displace any water vapour from the walls of the tube. The systems
Ch. 8. 92.
were then evacuated again before being filled to the required pressure 
with the impurity gas5 the pressure of which was carefully measured.
The purifying system was then evacuated again and the tube was filled 
to the final pressure with dry oxygen and the final pressure was 
measured. The sources and compositions of the gases used are detailed 
in the chapters giving the results.
93.
Chapter 9*
SPECIMEN OF PROCEDURE AND CALCULATION
To illustrate the practical details of the method employed 
in taking readings this chapter contains a description of the procedure 
used irv filling with a mixture of oxygen and water vapour on the 
23rd June 1966 and taking the necessary readings on the 24th June 1966.
An outline of the determination of the sound absorption from the 
measured values of current and period near one of the natural modes of 
the resonance tube is also included* The techniques used to prepare 
the mixtures of gases other than oxygen and water vapour were simpler 
but basically similar and are sketched in the relevant chapters#
During the period in which readings were being taken the 
thermostat system was always in operation, so in all cases the tube 
was at its operating temperature while being filled with gas. At 
about 3*30 p.m. on the 23rd June 1966 the previous charge of gas was 
evacuated from the tube# To ensure that all traces of water vapour 
were removed from the tube it was flushed for about three hours with 
about 300 c.c# per minute of dried oxygen. Care was taken to ensure 
that valve A, figure 9.1, was closed so that the oxygen was flushed 
through the entire system. The oxygen was released through a mercury 
bubble which was isolated from the system by a cold trap and which 
eliminated any possibility of back diffusion.
From 6.45 to 7.30 p.m. the resonance tube and the oil 
manometers were evacuated. While this continued a quantity of 
distilled water was added to the water holder from a capillary dropper 
and the mass determined on a single pan Stanton balance. Water was
9 4 .
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added or subtracted until the required amount vras present, when the 
water holder was screwed onto valve d, figure 9*1*
In the present case the results were:-
Mass of holder 13*9206 gms*
Mass of holder + water 13*9630 gms.
Mass of water added 0.0424 gms«
Both the resonance tube and the drying system were finally 
evacuated to about 10 microns, when the oil levels corresponding to 
the '’zero” pressure were noted for each of the manometers from the 
travelling microscopes. It was necessary to determine the oil levels 
in both of the side tubes of the manometer as the oil Mstuck” badly to 
the sides of the tube.
At about 7.30 p.m. the systems were isolated from the pumps 
and the manometers were connected to the resonance tube by opening 
valves e and figure 9*1* Four readings of the pressure in the 
system and the time were taken on each manometer over a period of 
12 minutes, and the water holder water jacket was fitted and filled 
with hot water. At 7*45 p*m. valve d was opened for a short time and 
then closed again. This was repeated until the water had all 
evaporated. It was necessary to alternate periods of warming up with 
short periods of evaporation as otherwise the water froze and then 
evaporated very slowly indeed.
Frequent readings of pressure and time were continued for 
about 50 minutes, although the system reached equilibrium in about 
20 minutes, both to ensure that true equilibrium had been reached and 
to provide the data needed to extrapolate back to zero time and so to
96.
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correct for the slow leakage of air into the system. The graphs of 
pressure against time are given in figure 9.2. The displacement of the 
2 lines corresponds to a pressure of about 0.05 era, of oil or about 
0.03 mm. of hg«? and is explained by the difference in pressure between 
the two manometers when the "zero" readings were taken. The readings 
before the addition of the water vapour demonstrate that there was no 
leakage when the glass stopcocks were used to disconnect the pump and 
to connect the manometer. This precaution was not taken for the first 
few sets of readings.
From the graph shown in figure 9*2 we determine the pressure 
rise due to the water and the air in the holder added to the system «
2.060 and 2,044 am. of oil on the 2 manometers. The mean is therefore 
2.052 cm. of oil. The pressure due to the air in the holder, measured 
previously, was 0.146 csn. of oil.
Therefore pressure due to water = 1.906 cm. of oil.
This corresponds to a pressure of 1.22 mm. of hg.
At about 8.45 p.m., after the water vapour pressure had been
determined, the resonance tube was isolated from the oil guages and the 
entire drying system was evacuated and flushed several times with 
specially pure oxygen. The entire drying system was then filled slowly 
with oxygen until the pressure shown on the dial guage was about 
atmospheric. Valve D, figure 9»1» was closed to stop water vapour in
A D being "swept” into the tube. The connecting valve e in figure 9*1
was carefully adjusted so that the pressure in the drying system 
remained about atmospheric while the tube was slowly filled. As the 
drying system was at a high pressure back diffusion of the water vapour
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out of the resonance tube was unlikely to be significant*
When the pressure in the resonance tube was about the
required value the gas flow was stopped by closing valve c in figure 9*1
and then the leak valve next to the gas cylinder* The system was then
left for about half an hour, that is until 9*45 p*m# to ensure that the
gas had reached the tube temperature• In this period the thermostat
tank was checked for functioning of stirrers, water level etc. and the
optical system was checked for alignment etc* All was found to be
correct. The difference in pressure between the mixture in the
resonance tube and the atmosphere was then measured on a mercury
manometer, and found to be 22*15 cm. of hg* The atmospheric pressure
was measured on a Fortin barometer and was 75*94 cm. of hg. Thus the
total gas pressure was 53*79 cm. of hg* and the molar fraction of water
-3vapour was 2.27 X 10 .
The plungers in the centre of the reflector plate and on the 
side of the loudspeaker housing were closed, and the centre of the 
thermostat tank was sealed off again. The system was then left 
overnight to reach equilibriumo
The following day, the 24th June 1966, the readings required 
to determine the parameters of the impedance against frequency curves 
at about 6 of the natural modes of the resonance tube were taken.
Since the optical system and electronics were ready for use, it was 
possible to start taking readings immediately* At each of the 6 modes 
the temperature indicated by the 4 thermometers along the tube was 
noted and readings of the critical current were taken at 18 - 24 
different periods of oscillation in the region of the natural mode of
the resonance tube* These measurements took about 40 minutes at each 
mode, but to avoid undue eye-strain a rest of 20 - 30 minutes between 
successive sets was essential* The different sets of readings were 
started at about 8*30 a*m«, 9*30 a.m*, 10*30 a.m*, 11.30 a.m., 1 p.m. 
and 2 p»m* and the series of measurements was finished about 2*40 p*m.
The readings were taken in a dark room illuminated only by a 
green safe-light, which gave sufficient light to read the instruments 
and to write down the measured values* This ensured that the 
observation of the disappearance of the fringes was undertaken with the 
observer*s eyes at their most sensitive* Also to give the maximum 
possible accuracy readings of the maximum and the minimum current 
giving a uniform field of view at the 1st fringe disappearance were 
taken and their average was used in the calculations* The current was 
adjusted by the output control of the oscillator in conjunction with a 
series resistance box* The period was indicated on a Racal counter 
with a reading to 1 part in 1,000,000 and a cycle time of less than 
one second* It was thus possible to set the period to any desired 
value using the decade controls on the oscillator with the contiguous 
fine control for the final adjustment* The rapid cycle time also made 
it possible to check that no unintentional changes in frequency 
occurred while the readings were being taken* \
A detailed description of the measurements and results at the 
10th mode will be sufficient to indicate the procedure adopted. The 
temperatures at the beginning of the set of readings were*-
\
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Readings 28.19°C* 28*l6°C. 28.23°C«
Correction (N.P.L.) 0*00°C. +0«03°C* -0.04°C«
Corrected Temperature 28019°C« 28*19°C* 28*19°C.
Mean Temperature 28.20 *0.01°C*
Readings of the current on each of the first disappearances 
were taken at each of 22 different values of the period* These 
readings are plotted on figure 9*3 together with the calculated best 
fit curve. The values of the period were chosen so that readings were 
taken on both sides of both the maximum current and the minimum current 
near the natural mode.
After the last of these sets of readings the tube was ready 
to be emptied. First the drying towers, filled with phosphorus 
pentoxide, were repeatedly cleaned and weighed until a limiting value 
for their mass was obtained* They were then connected between 
valve d on the system and the measuring system using tight fitting 
plastic tubing, (see figure 9*1)* The plungers were withdrawn to open 
the valves on the resonance tube, and the rotary pump was used to pump 
the gas slowly out of the tube and through the drying towers and 
measuring system* Pumping was continued until the pressure inside the 
tube was about 10 cm. of hg* and then the pressure was measured on the 
closed tube manometer. After the oxygen had been evacuated from the 
drying towers they were filled carefully with dried air, cleaned very 
carefully and their new limiting weight was found. From the increase 
in weight, the known volume of the tube and vacuum system, and the 
change in gas pressure during evacuation the pressure of water vapour 
in the gas phase was deduced, assuming that the amount of water 
vapour on the walls of the tube was unchanged* The values obtained
100 o
28.25°C*
-0.04°C.
28*21°C.
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were:-
1st tower 2nd tower
Initial Mass 158.4316 gras. 119*1143 gras.
Final Mass 158*4548 gras* 119*1143 gras.
Mass Recovered 0.023I& gass. 0.0000 gras.
Hence total mass recovered » 23*2 milligrams ±2 milligrams including
the estimated error of measurement.
Initial tube pressure « 53*79 cm. of hg.
Final " " ** 11*35 cm. of hg.
53*79Therefore total mass of water in gas phase would be 23.2 X *44 milligrams
» 29.4 milligrams•* 2 milligrams
But density of water vapour at 28°C. * 0.734 grams per litre at s.p.
Volume of tube » 19.88 litres
Therefore pressure of water vapour « xjjt X 760 mm. of hg.
19.^ 80
» 1.53 mm. of hg. 10.13 mm. of hg.
It is interesting to compare this value with the value of 
1.22 mm. of hg. obtained using the oil manometer and 2.20 ram. of hg. 
if all the water vapour added had been in the vapour phase.
The measured values of the current on each edge of the first 
disappearance were averaged and with the value of the period provided 
the basic data required for the calculation of the best fit curve using 
a Sirius computer. Other data required by the program were:- approximate 
values of current and period at the maximum and the minimum of the 
resonance curve, an approximate value of B and a descriptive code for 
easy recognition of the results. The information punched onto the data
Pig. 9.3. PjOT OP IMPED AITCP ft GAINST PERIOD.
Readings at 10 ' mode taken on 24.6.66.
8
Impedanc 
arbitra 
units*
7-
x \
\
\
A
6—
w
\
N
\
Grosses at measured points.
Dashed curve initial approximation. 
Full curve best fit from computer.
IO17 1015 1013
Period x 1C (c/s)*’*1'
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tape for the calculation of mode 10 was?**
Set code s 5*7 Mode No, 10 Date : 24th June 1966
Value of D from experience : 8.4 Mode ; 10 10 X maximum current : 7880
10 X minimum current : 6040 Period at maximum : 0.0010164 
Period at minimum s 0*001012 
25OO indicates only 1 meter range 
22 number of readings
Measured currents (22 values)
Measured periods (22 values)
best fit curve and the initial approximation to the best fit curve. 
Values of some of the parameters are given below
The graph in figure 9*3 shows the measured points with the
or _ Mean Xmpeoa]lance ?ange of Fundamentalmpeaance Frequency
D r o
Initial approximation 8.400 7*06l 0.948
Change last cycle -0.010 +0.0001 -0.001
Final value 8.442 7*038 .946
The variance of the best fit curve was 6.718 X 10
985.1396
+0.0001
985.248
The values of velocity, total attenuation, tube attenuation,
-1relaxation attenuation are:- 330.6 6 8 8 per second, 3*722 era. ,
2.474 era,” , 1.242 cm.” and all are calculated without the information
being withdrawn from the computerp
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Chapter 10*
ABSORPTION MEASUREMENTS IN PURE GASES
To demonstrate that the apparatus was working satisfactorily
and to determine the absorption due to the gas enclosed in a tube,
several sets of measurements were taken using pure gases* For these
measurements the resonance tube was filled to a known pressure with
the gas under test and readings were taken to determine the impedance
curve* This was then analysed to determine the attenuation in the gas*
Readings were taken with pure dry nitrogen, dry carbon-dioxide
free air and dry carbon dioxide free oxygen* The measurements with
nitrogen and air were preliminary measurements, and from the experience
gained with these results several modifications were made to the
apparatus and the method of calculation was completely changed* Major
modifications to the apparatus included fitting a new and improved
diaphragm and installing the four channel thermostat system described 
%
in chapter $ instead of a simpler single channel unit* The method 
of analysis was changed to the best fit curve method using the 
computer program described in chapter 4* Although these changes 
considerably improved the precision of the later results the preliminary 
readings on nitrogen and air serve to show that the apparatus was 
behaving correctly and are sufficient for the present purposes* The 
results reported for pure oxygen were taken after the above modifications 
had been completed* In the subsequent work on gas mixtures these 
results were required to evaluate the component of the absorption due 
to the presence of the tube walls*
The attenuation of sound by gas in a tube can be caused by
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several different processes* The Helmholtz-Kirchhoff formula, which
was introduced in chapter 1 accounts for attenuation caused by the
\ - ' 
cylindrical walls but assumes that standing waves are not formed* In
spite of this restriction it is generally applied in work of this type,
a small empirical correction being applied to it to compensate for the
deviations caused by the standing waves* This equation can be written
in the form
aw
rr
13.6 X 981.3 r22f
Where is the attenuation coefficient per cm* due to the tube walls
f ” 11 frequency of the sound in cycles per second
p 11 11 gas pressure in cm* of hg*
r M ** tube radius in cm*
jf w ■ w ratio of the specific heats of the gas
fl it » viscosity of the gas in poise
k 11 11 thermal conductivity of the gas in cal • per cm* per
degree
c 11 11 specific heat at constant pressure in cal. per gm* per
P
degree K *
In addition to this, attenuation occurs as the wave is reflected, and 
to compare its value with a a mean value per cm* of tube can be 
calculated* Using an approximate value given by Parker (1961) we 
obtain: -
a °f[W j w f 18 til* (i°-2)e
Where a is the attenuation coefficient due to attenuation on 
e reflection expressed per cm. of tube
and 1 is the tube length in cm*
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Attenuation also arises in the body of the gas due to its viscosity and
thermal conductivity and this is described by the Stokes-Kirchhoff
equation9 given for example in Herzfeld (1955)5 in the present case
this is quite negligible* Further attenuation arises in relaxing gases
due to the time taken for equilibrium to be established, but in the
pure gases considered here this too is negligible* Thus a plot of
f £attenuation coefficient against (*-) should give a straight line through
P
the origin with slope given by equations 10*1 and 10*2*
Results with Pure Nitrogen
The sound absorption when the resonance tube was filled with
pure nitrogen was determined on eleven occasions using two different
pressures of nitrogen, namely 79«9 cm* of hg* and 69*6 cm* of hg* The
nitrogen used was supplied by the British Oxygen Company and was
further purified by removing any carbon dioxide and any water vapour
f ■§■present* The graph of attenuation, a, against (—) is shown in 
figure 10*1* As predicted by the theory the points lie about a straight 
line through the origin*
Using data for nitrogen from "Tables of Thermodynamic and 
Transport Properties" i960 at a temperature of 301 we find;— 
r s 5*71 cm*
^  « 1*401
-4Tj^  = 1,786 X 10 poise
k « 6.237 X IQ*5 cal. per cm. per second per degree K. 
c » 0*2488 cal. per gra. per degree K*
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Substituting these values in equations 10«1 and 10.2 we find:-
_ , , _ „ ff-^2 /Cnis of hg* -1a. = 0.447 X 10 (—) (   s------ -)<* cnu
w p cycles per second
i A v „~~4 ,fs£ /cm. of hg. xi -1and a^ = 0*010 X 10 (—) (*•——r----*—  ---~) cm*e p cycles per second
Thus the total coefficient is
0.457 X 10~4 (~)^ (HL±«£li!£•------- -)* cm."1
p cycles per second
which, if the above theory was exact would correspond to a slope of
0.457 X 10-4 (Cm^ f- h9‘---— )4 cm."1 in figure 10.1.cycles per second
The slope of the experimental line is 0.550 X 10"4 cm.1,cycles per second ’
that is the measured value exceeds the theoretical attenuation by 
20.4%. This discrepancy is discussed in more detail later*
Results for Dry Air
A total of twelve determinations of the absorption with the
tube containing air were made using two different charges of air with
pressures of 8l.2 cm. of hg. and 66.9 cm. of hg. respectively. The air 
used was medical air supplied by the British Oxygen Company, with the 
following analysis: -
Nitrogen 78.05$ by volume
Oxygen 21.0% 11 tt
Argon *93$ If tt
Carbon dioxide •03$ tt tt
Hydrogen .003$ tt tt
Neon .0019$ It tt
Helium .0007°$ tl tt
Krypton .000005$ tt tt
Xenon .0000002$ It It
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The carbon dioxide and any water vapour present were removed from this
gas before it was used* The only remaining impurity which could affect
the results significantly is hydrogen in conjunction with the relaxation
of the oxygen in the air* This relaxation effect is extremely small
and the effect of the small quantity of hydrogen added is certainly
negligible as can be seen by considering its effect if the entire gas
was oxygen# From the results of Parker (1961) the effect of hydrogen
on the relaxation frequency of oxygen is given by
f a 8*8 + 636 x o
where fQ is the frequency of maximum absorption 
x is the molar percentage of hydrogen
and the 8*8 cycles per second is the relaxation frequency of the pure
oxygen*
Thus if the gas were pure oxygen the above concentration of hydrogen 
would change the relaxation frequency by less than 2 cycles per second, 
and the attenuation by an insignificant amount; the effect in air 
instead of pure oxygen will be even smaller and is therefore quite 
negligible*
The results are plotted in figure 10*2, and again the
fabsorption is a linear function of (~)3 and the line passes through 
the origin* Using data from "Tables of Thermodynamic and Transport 
Properties" i960 we obtain for air at 301° K* the values:-
# » 1.4017
-4
= 1*847 X 10 poise 
•.5
k « 6.273 X 10 cal# per cm# per second per degrge 
0^ 5= 0.2405 cal. per gm# per degree K*
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Substituting these values in equations 10*1 and 10 »2 we find
v « t.iv /Cm* of hg* •*!a = 1—) X OaAfc^ b X 10 I— — 7“'— ------- — ) cm.w p cycles per second
and a - (-)^ X 0.01 X 10~^ (— ■ —  hg* J 2 cm*e p cycles per second
Thus on the basis of this theory the slope of the line should be
0*466 X 10 ^   ■) 2 cm. 1. This should be compared withcycles per second *
the measured slope which was 0.583 X lO"*^  ( —  *■_.?£ ..-9    -) 2 cm*’’*
cycles per second
and thus there is a difference of 20*1% between the attenuation
measured and that predicted by the Helmholtz-Kirchhoff theory.
Results with Dry Oxygen
Several sets of results were taken with oxygen at varying 
pressures* Only the more accurate results, obtained after both the 
improved thermostat and the best fit method of analysis had been 
incorporated, are given here, although the earlier results are similar 
but less precise* The oxygen used was aviators* breathing oxygen 
supplied by the British Oxygen Company. This grade of gas has been 
shown to give similar results to those obtained with spectroscopically 
pure gas, (Schnaus 1965)• The British Oxygen Company supplied the 
following analysis:~
Oxygen 99*5% per volume
Argon *5% 11 ”
Carbon dioxide *0005% 11 M
Carbonacious compounds *00196 M n
Hydrogen #00596 11 ”
Nitrogen a trace
Again only the hydrogen is likely to have any effect at all, and
4- lACO
oj KN<t-
(—! i—I i—I
-P -P -P
<D CD 0
CO CO CO 
+ x ©
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applying the results of Parker (1961) as in the case of air we find 
that the change in frequency of maximum absorption due to the hydrogen 
is 3«l8 cycles per second and the change in the attenuation coefficient 
associated with this is quite negligible. The carbon dioxide and any 
water vapour were removed by the purifying system before the gas was 
used.
.fA .
The measured attenuation ia plotted against (—} in figure
10«3* Again the points lie about a straight line through the origin,
. . . . . . .  . .  ^  r,   -4 ,cm. of hg. -1
which m  this case has a slope of 0*578 X 10 c^ycles' per second Cm* *
Using data from the “Tables of Thermodynamic and Transport Properties”
i960 for oxygen at 301° K. we have
y  - 1.396
-4ss 2.063 X 10 poise 
—5k a 6.395 X 10 cal. per cm. per second per degrge
0  ^* .2199 cal. per gm. per degree K.
Substituting these values into equations 10.1 and 10.2 we find
_ • «_ #£*£_. .„-4 /cm. of hg. \i -1a ®s 0.480 (-) X 10 (— -=----2------ -r) cm.w * vp7 cycles per second
«  . . . 0.0.0 A * * ^  c - *
Thus the total tube attenuation coefficient is
0.490 <|)* X 10'4 (^ e s  per seco’nd^ Cm*_1 
Comparing this theoretical value with the measured slope we find that 
there is a difference of 18^ .
These results for the absorption coefficient with pure oxygen 
in the tube were used to evaluate the contribution from the tube to the 
measured absorption in the subsequent experiments on mixtures of oxygen
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and impurity gases* In doing this we assume only that the total 
absorption is the sum of the component absorptions, and that the
absorption in pure oxygen involves an insignificant contribution from
\ , .
relaxation processes. This is amply born out by the results quoted 
later.
To provide another check on the functioning of the apparatus
the values of the velocity of sound in oxygen were also calculated from
these results. The computed velocities and the corrections required to
obtain the free space velocity are tabulated in table 10.2. It can be
seen that the results are self consistent, which would be most unlikely
if there was any malfunctioning of the apparatus or any error in the
method. They give a value for the free space velocity of 332.19
per second with a standard error of 0.04 metres per second.
Comparing this result with those of other workers we find that
it is rather high. For example Smith and Wintle (i960) found
v^ « 331.3 metres per second and tabulate values of other workers giving
v « 331.3 to 331.8metres per second. However the attenuation
o
measurements of Smith and Wintle show that the oxygen they used 
contained 0.4% water vapour. From the measurements in the present work 
we find that 0.4% of water vapour decreases the velocity of sound in 
oxygen by about 0.4metres per second, so their result suggests that 
the velocity in pure oxygen would be about 331*7 metres per second.
The velocity in the present work is higher than this but the difference 
may be due to having ignored the interaction of the diaphragm and the 
tube impedances, which was described by Smith (1952).
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Table 10,1 VELOCITY OF SOUND IN O X Y G E N .
.. ——t- - '""ri
Press! A t tr f PGQ 0 comp. corrns.m/s due to^ free space
cm, ^ 1 01
hg. j cm7
c/s, vel.
m/s.
tuibe
length
temp. tube
walls
velocity 
m/s. 30 C
90.4 1.10 295.4 330.47 0.10 1.00 0.64 332.22
11 1;25 393.9 330,54 ft ;t 0.55 332.19
ft 1*31 492.6 330,66 ft tt 0.46 332.23
tt 1.54 689.7 330.69 ft :t 0.39 332.18
tt 1.72 887.0 330.72 ft ft O .34 332.26
»t 1.85 985.4 330.72 tt ;t 0.33 332.14
tt 2.18 1182.7 330.78 tt ct 0.32 332.20
3 3 2 . 1 ^  M e a n
90.5 1^13 295.4 330.50 ft ft O .67 332.27 value
ft 1.45 492.6 330.65 tt tt 0.51 332.26
tt 1.61 689.7 330.70 ft :t 0.41 332,21
ft 1.82 886.9 330.73 tt rt 0.36 332.18
rt 2.14 .1182.7 . 330.79 a rt 0.31 332.20
332.22 Mean
48.83 1.91 590.9 330.52 ;? tt 0.57 332.20 value
ft 2.03 689.4 330.55 ;t Tt 0.52 332.17
ft 2.26 886.5 330.60 ft ft 0.45 332.15
ft. 2.40 985.6 330.63 vt ft 0.43 332.16
ft 2.57 1083.1 330.62 St . ft 0.42 332.14
♦ 1 2.68 1182.2 330.66 . ft ft 0.40 332.16
332.iS Mean 
valuey i u
THE BASIS OE THE CORRECTIONS,
Tube le n g th s -  The le n g th  in c o rp o ra te d  in  th e  computed v a lu e  
is  th a t  a t  13. 6 ^0. Now v  = 2 fn l /N  , th e re fo re  v  = v Com128//11 3 .6
Tem peratures— The measured v a lu e s  were a t  about 28®C w h ile  
quoted v a lu e s  are  o f te n  a t  JO °C,
v^q= v^g  (3O3 *2 /301* 2) = v 2 8 '^ + ^  ^  301 #2 ) ,
Tube w a lls  s - The v e lo c i t y  measured in  th e  tube  i s  r e la te d  to  
the  f r e e  space v e lo c i t y  by  v Q= v^C 1 + avQ/w  )
i . , e . v  = v t ( 1 ■+ avt /w  ) .
The sym bols used above have t h e i r  u s u a l m eanings.
1 1 6 .
T a b l e  10.2.
DISCREPANCIES BEEWEEN MEASURED ABSORPTION AND THAT 
PREDICTED BX THE HEIMHOLTZ KIRGEHOFF EQUATION.
...... . .
OBSERVER TUBE
MATERIAL
rnrrDTp
DIMENSIONS 
clxl in cm.
GASES
USED.
ERROH
Parker 1961 Glass 5 x 80' He ,Ne,Ar,
h2,co,n2,o2.
6.5-50
Harlow 19 54- Duralium 3.8x185 Air,N2> Ar. 17
Knot z el and 
Knotzel 194-8
Brass °2 15
Mariens 1957 Bronze 5 x 80 Air 13
Smith and 
Wintle 196©
Duralium 3.8 x 175 Air,C02,02 15
Holmes Smith 
and Tempest 
1963
Zinc 44- x 386 50-40
Hitching 1962 Duralium 11 x 167 Air 15.3
Shields and 
Langeman 1957
Glass 1.7 x - Ar,N2,C02 0 *
Present
wark
Duralium
. ......
11 x 167 Air,N2,02
, , -... .
18 - 20
All the above results relate to frequencies in the range 
from 100 c/s. to 3»000 c/s.
♦ This result was obtained in an apparatus which did not 
involve standing waves*
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Discussion of differences between the measured and theoretical tube
absorption
It is interesting to compare the results given above with those 
of other workers® The Helmholtz-Kirchhoff equation has been used to 
determine the tube attenuation by the majority of workers in this field, 
although it is not strictly applicable to standing wave systems, and a 
selection of the results obtained is shown in table 10®1. The method 
of application has generally been to calculate the Helmholtz coefficient 
and determine an empirical correction to it by using pure gases® It has 
often been assumed that the correction is independent of the gas used, 
though Parker (1961) used 7 different gases and found discrepancies which 
varied between 6 and 30% and were a function of the molecular weight (or 
density since he used the same pressure throughout)• The results of 
Shields and Langeman (1957) were unusual in that they found no discrepancy® 
Their work differs in several respects from the other work quoted, firstly 
they did not use standing waves, which means that the Helmholtz-Kirchhoff 
theory is applicable to their results, and secondly they used much 
narrower tubes at lower pressures® A comparison of the discrepancies 
found in the present work with those quoted in the table 10®1 shows that 
there is good general agreement, and although different workers have 
found widely different values for the correction, the present results 
are of the expected form and suggest that the apparatus was working 
correctly. The velocity determination for the results with pure oxygen 
also supports this suggestion*
MEASUREMENTS OF SOUND ABSORPTION
J XN vacmmBs of cotobn amp hydros^
\
Knudsen (1935) and Kneser and Knudsen (1935) reported some
of the earliest measurements on the attenuation of sound in mixtures
of gases• They used a reverberation chamber technique and observed
the effect of a wide range of substances on the attenuation of sound
in oxygen* They found that the effect of small quantities of hydrogen
on the attenuation could be described by the equation
f e 76 h cycles per second with a gas pressure of 1 atm*
Where f is the frequency of maximum absorption
3
h 11 11 molar fraction X 10 of hydrogen*
This early work was not of sufficient precision to indicate the 
magnitude of the absorption due to the pure oxygen, and indeed the 
oxygen used was not of very high purity*
The only other comparable results are those of Parker (1961)# 
He used a resonance tube technique, physically rather similar to that 
used in the present work, but with a completely different method of 
analysis* This method was very much more precise than that of Kneser 
and Knudsen above, and he found 5-
f s 8*84 + 63«6 h cycles per second at 1 atm*
Other results for oxygen - hydrogen mixtures are those of 
Shields and Lee, who were working at higher temperatures, namely 
100°C. to 300°C *, and whose results are not therefore comparable with 
the others*
As there is a discrepancy of about 20$ between the above sets
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of results it was decided that an additional set of measurements would 
be extremely useful, especially because Parker (1961) has used the 
data he obtained to examine the collision processes involved* Further
'i
advantages of oxygen - hydrogen mixtures are that the results are 
very suitable for extrapolation to zero hydrogen content and so can 
be used to determine the relaxation time of the pure oxygen* This is 
because the quantities of hydrogen and the changes in the frequency of 
maximum absorption can both be measured fairly accurately, and because 
there are no problems of absorption on the tube walls etc*
The method used to prepare the mixtures of oxygen and 
hydrogen was very similar to that described in detail in chapter 9«
The tube was first evacuated and flushed several times with dried 
oxygen, and then evacuated again before a small quantity of hydrogen 
was added. The pressure caused by this gas was measured, and then the 
tube was filled to its final pressure with oxygen, and this pressure 
was also measured*
Hydrogen is very much less active than water vapour and the 
concentrations used were therefore much higher. This enabled the 
pressure of hydrogen to be measured with the closed tube mercury 
manometer in the majority of cases, although the oil manometer was 
needed for the three lowest concentrations* Further simplification 
was made possible by the fact that hydrogen was not heavily absorbed 
onto the tube walls, and so the time taken for the system to reach 
equilibrium was very much reduced, and also the extent of pressure 
variation along the tube was always negligible after a minute or so*
It was therefore necessary to measure the pressure at only one end of
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the resonance tube9 and no corrections to the observed pressure due to 
leakage into the system were necessary*
J The hydrogen used was supplied by the British Oxygen Company
and was their high purity grade® The gas was passed over phosphorus 
pentoxide to remove any water vapour9 and no other impurities were 
likely to be present in significant quantities since less than 3% of 
hydrogen was used* Great care was taken to ensure that the filling 
procedure eliminated any possibility of contamination of the gases 
used® The oxygen in the mixtures was aviators5 breathing oxygen, which 
was described in the previous chapter®
taken to determine the impedance curve in the neighbourhood of each of 
about 7 different modes of the resonance tube® These curves were 
analysed on the college computer to determine the attenuation and 
velocity of the sound as well as the fundamental frequency of that mode 
of the tube* The measured attenuation included components from the 
tube as well as a component due to the relaxation of the gas® To 
determine the magnitude of the relaxation absorption the assumption of 
linear addition was made i*e»
From the measurements on the absorption in pure oxygen, which were 
described in the previous chapter, we deduced the attenuation due to 
the tube, namely:-
For 11 separate mixtures of oxygen and hydrogen readings were
a ** + ar (llel)
Where a « total attenuation
a^ ss attenuation due to the tube
(11*2)
• 11* 1 2 1 *
From the expressions 11*1 and 11*2 the attenuation due to the relaxation 
phenomenon was determined*
; To determine the frequency of maximum absorption from these
\
measurements we required a slight extension to the theory presented 
in chapter 2* We showed in equation 2.24 that:-
RC. f t2
ar = ”  c~“ c* % 2 ' (11-3)
p V  f + fo
Rearranging 0 0_ ng . oo _ <5
J2> c c f + ff L  p v o
a * Iff Rc fr i o
f2 2Thus a graph of against f has slope & where
c*° c°* ,
V  P V  1
(11.4)
TT Rc£ tQ (11.5)
c®’ c®0
and makes an intercept X = —  — ——  t • (11.6)
^i ®
T 1
Thus f = (~)2- (11*7)o $
Alternatively when f^ is very much less than f equation 11*1 
can be written:-
TT ^Cia = —  f . (11.8)r v c c «» o p v
f2 2Thus for the majority of sets of results —  was plotted against fa
and the slope and intercept were used to determine £ as in equation
11*7* However at the lowest concentrations of hydrogen used the
frequency of maximum -^.bsorption^, was very much lower than the
lowest frequencies used, and the graphical method proved very
insensitive. However in such cases £ could be determined by using
IT Rciequation 11*8. To do this the value of ^     f was obtained
p v °
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from the results obtained at higher concentrations «► It can be seen
r
from equations 11*5 and 11.6 that graphs of -r- and ' •rr should be
^ c°° c°° o Rc. o
straight lines with slopes of rr* V-- and respectively.tf Rc. v c®* c*» J
»' x p v (11*9)
The graphs of the results obtained with oxygen - hydrogen
2
mixtures are shoim in figures 11.1 to 11.4 where graphs of —  against 
2
f are plotted. In the cases where the measurements did not include
frequencies near f the value of f was deduced from equation 11.8.o o _
In order to determine the constant term     • ■ the graphs of I andv c c 
p v
versus' were plotted in figure 11.5 and their slopes were determined.
I
The theoretical values of their slopes were derived in equation 11.9»
and using these expressions and the graphs we find that:-
c*® w
m 3.65 X 10 cycles per second cm.
It Rc*
The frequency of maximum absorption obtained by one of the above methods
is plotted against the hydrogen concentration in figure 11.6, and a
summary of the conditions for the different sets of readings is given
in table 11.1. The detailed results of the individual determinations
are given in tables in the appendix.
To demonstrate that the two different methods of determining
the attenuation coefficient gave similar results the frequency of
maximum absorption was calculated by both the graphical and the
limiting attenuation coefficient methods for the set of readings taken
-3with a hydrogen concentration of 3*94 X 10 • Using the two different
O i~f c"* "1 1
methods values for (— ) of 3.24 X 10 cm® and 3*36 X 10 cm.
P
respectively were obtained, showing a satisfactory measure of agreement.
fQThe graph of (^ ") against hydrogen concentration shown in
figure 11.6 has been used to deduce the relationship between the 
frequency of maximum absorption and the hydrogen concentration* With
the exception of one point, that taken with a molar fraction of about
\
0*02 of hydrogen, the results lie about a straight line* As the
results used to derive the point which is well away from this line were
taken at frequencies considerably below fQ the determination is much
less accurate and so the point has not been included in the determination
of the best fit line* The least squares best fit line through the
remaining 10 points was found to be given by:-
f
(-2) « _ o.0045 + 0.844 h 
P
or at 1 atm* f = - 0.342 + 64.2 h •o
The standard error of this line was 8.4 cycles per second. The negative 
intercept is not thought to be at all significant; it could be caused 
by a slight curvature of the line near the origin. A value of about 
7 cycles per second has been obtained for the frequency of maximum 
absorption in pure oxygen by several recent workers eg. Parker (1961), 
Holmes et al (1963), Henderson et al (1965) and lies within the 
probable error of the present results. Within the experimental error 
these results are consistent with those of Parker (1961) who founds-
fQ = 8.84 63.6 h cycles per second
and suggest that his results rather than those of Kneser and Knudsen 
are reliable.
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Fig. 11.1 RESULTS FOR 0^ - M I X T U R E
cm (c/s')
Mole fraction of H Q = S.4-5 x 10 ^
10
(c/s)10
12.6 x 10Mole fraction of H
1040
(c/s)'~
Mole fraction of IL = 16,5 x 10
100 2
■ I "«■"-■................„ _. "— ' .-:-.u-.-_...  .~ .....
: ’ 126.
Fig. 11.2 RESULTS FOR 0. H~ MIXTURES
f /a x  10 
era (c/s)2
0 1042
(c/s)
f2/a x  10~9
M. alt JfVA c&d* *j- U
10
(c/s)
f 2/a x  10~9 
ocm (c/s)
q(jL ^ a c,Cu^  ^
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Fig. 11.3 RESULTS FOR 0^ - H2 MIXTURES.
f2/a x 10-9
cm (c/s)
Mole fraction of H,
0 2 4 12
(c/s)-
Mole fraction of K. 22.6 x 10
0 122 4
f 2 X 10“5 (c/s)
20.04 x 10Mole fraction of H
12
(c/s)
X 128.
Fig 11.4. R2SU1TS FOR 0^ - H2 MIXTURES.
f a/a x  10~9
cm c / s ;
20
Mole fraction of H
100 42
5 (o/s)22
X
f /a x 10'
o
cm (c/s)
20
10
Mole fraction of H.
100 42 f 9 x  IQ"9 (c/ s )2
U s ing equation 11.9 and the limiting value of the atten.
at high frequencies with fig. 11.5 we find fQ = 129 and 
100 c/s. respectively for the above mixtures.
An analogous calculation is shown in more detail in 
fig. 12.1.
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Chapter 12*
MEASUREMENT OF SOUND ABSORPTION
IN A MIXTURE OF OXYGEN AND HELIUM
The measurements of the absorption of sound in oxygen -
helium mixtures have been made by the workers mentioned in the previous
chapter. As helium is very much less effective than hydrogen results
have been obtained only with the highest concentrations, since fewer
determinations are possible, so the results are less reliable.
In 1933 Knudsen founds-
f = 6*4 h cycles per second at 1 atm* o
Where fQ - frequency of maximum absorption
3and h » molar fraction X 10 of helium present 
The results of Parker (1961) gaves-
f ss 8*84 + 4*6 h cycles per second at 1 atm#
Where the term 8.84 was deduced from his other measurements with 
mixtures of oxygen and hydrogen*
In the present work the helium used was obtained from 
evaporating liquid helium. Great care was taken to flush the container 
several times with the gas, and the gas evaporating must have been 
very pure, but it is possible that the sample used did contain d 
quantity of air* The effect of this would be to dilute the helium in 
the sample. The helium was then passed over phosphorus pentoxide to 
remove any water vapour and the pressure of the helium in the 
resonance tube was measured with the closed tube mercury manometer*
The oxygen used was aviators' breathing oxygen as described in chapter 10f 
Only a single mixture of oxygen and helium was used and a
f 2graph showing — - against f is shovm in figure 12.1 where f is the 
r
sound frequency and is the relaxation attenuation,. As the frequency 
of maximum absorption, fQ, was very low the method involving equation 
11*8 was used to determine it* The calculation involved is shown in 
f i g u r e C o r r e c t i n g  the result to atmospheric pressure we find:-
f * 9+ 3.6 h
using the same notation as in previous cases* Comparing this result 
with that obtained by Parker (1961) and quoted earlier we find that 
the present result gives only about 0*8 times the effect found by 
Parker* This discrepancy may well be caused by air diluting the 
helium used in the present work, but the difference is considerably 
larger than was expected from this source* The details of the 
individual attenuation determinations are given in a table in the 
appendix*
133
Fir;, 12.1
r / a  x 1-0
p
cm (c/s)
20
10
10Mole fraction of He
0 4 0 r 9
f“ x 1C”*? (c/s)"
2
In equation 11.9 it was shown that the limiting
value of a is R c .
r   f a-f; large f .
ovc c
p Y
From the graoh in fig. 11.5 the first term is
fi ' —/|
1/5•65 x 10 . From the above measurements a = 0.52? x 10 
-1cm . ■
Combining these results we find f = 117 c/s.
As the total gas pressure was 91*1 cm. hg.
f /p = 98 c/s. atm. o
Ik
Chapter 13*
MEASUREMENTS OF SOUND ABSORPTION IN 
MIXTURES OF OXYGEN AND CAR30N DIOXIDE
The first measurements of the absorption of sound in oxygen 
v/ith quantities of carbon dioxide were those reported by Knudsen (1935) 
and Kneser and Knudsen (1935)« and were obtained by using a two chamber 
reverberation technique* These results v/ere not of very high accuracy 
since they were quoted only as approximate values and were obtained 
using oxygen of doubtful purity* They found;-
f sr 27 h cycles per second at 1 atm*
Where £ is the frequency of maximum absorption
3
and h is the molar fraction of carbon dioxide X 10 •
In 1938 further measurements were made by Knudsen and Fricke, 
who used frequencies up to 46*5 kilocycles per second and a range of 
compositions from pure oxygen to pure carbon dioxide* They attributed 
the whole of the observed attenuation to the absorption of the carbon 
dioxide*
Henderson and Queen (1962) reported measurements in oxygen ** 
carbon dioxide mixtures using a modified Kundt*s tube described by
Henderson in I960* They found:-
f s 70 + 43 h cycles per second at 1 atm* 
o
This result is almost certainly in error due to impurities in the 
oxygen used, since the frequency of maximum absorption of pure oxygen 
is now generally accepted as about 10 cycles per second, e*g* Holmes, 
Smith and Tempest (1963)1 Parker (1961), Shields and Lee (1963) and 
Henderson, Clark and Lintz (1965)* Moreover the latter result was
/3<5.
ixa:
'c“/£5. /v3. /
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obtained in the same laboratory as those of Henderson and Queen and 
included the statement that previous work had been performed with 
oxygen containing 300 parts per million of hydrocarbons*
The carbon dioxide for the present work was prepared in a 
Tucker generatorc A diagram of this apparatus is shown in figure 13*1*
In order to obtain air free carbon dioxide analar grade marble chips 
were washed with dilute hydrochloric acid and then water. They were 
then put into the large reaction vessel, A, which was filled to the 
neck with water* When the apparatus had been assembled dilute 
hydrochloric acid was added to the reservoir,B* The air and water 
remaining in the reaction vessel and the rest of the apparatus were 
expelled by the carbon dioxide produced*
Great care was taken to eliminate all traces of air from the 
apparatus as it was set up and to flush it thoroughly with carbon 
dioxide before each period of use. This apparatus is capable of 
producing carbon dioxide with less than 1 part of impurity in 156,000 
parts of carbon dioxide when used in this way, and impurities were 
therefore negligible* Any water vapour produced was removed before use 
by passing the gas over lengths of phosphorus pontoxide and through 
two cold traps before it entered the resonance tube*
Measurements were taken using 8 different mixtures of carbon 
dioxide and oxygen, which were prepared in essentially the way described 
in chapter 11* For only the lowest carbon dioxide concentration was 
the oil manometer used to measure the pressure of the carbon dioxide*
The frequency of maximum absorption, f , was determined from the
f2 2 °graphs of against f plotted in figures 13*2, 13 «3* 13*4 or from
13. 137#
the limiting value of the attenuation coefficient at high frequency*
Both of these methods were described in detail in chapter 11o As before 
graphs of I against f and l/S against f were plotted in figure 13*5*
0 QO -C©c
The slopes of these lines confirm the value of --r deducedTt Rc^
from the measurements on hydrogen* chapter 11, where all the symbols 
were defined. A graph of the frequency of maximum absorption against 
carbon dioxide concentration is shown in figure 13.6, and the details 
of all the different mixtures are tabulated in table 13.1® The full 
details of the individual attenuation determinations are tabulated in 
the appendix.
f
Figure 13.6 shows a graph of against carbon dioxide
concentration. The results obtained with carbon dioxide show a much
larger scatter than those obtained with the other mixtures, and this
makes the deductions less precise. The least squares best fit straight
line through these points isi- 
f
~  » -1.02 + 6.5^ h cycles per second cm. of hg.
or fo a -77*7 + ^9.7 h cycles per second at 1 atm.
The standard error of this line is 63 cycles per second. The large 
negative intercept may be caused only by the large scatter of the 
results, but it is possible that the relationship is non-linear, and 
that a curved line would more nearly fit the data. However as there 
are only eight points, and as these do not lie on a smooth curve, it 
is not proposed to consider this possibility further.
If we include the recent results for pure oxygen from 
Henderson et al (1965), Holmes et al (1963) and Parker (1961) we obtain
5. 138,
the line:-
fo
=s 0.13 + 0.595 h cycles per second cm® of hg„ 
or f = 10 + 45 h cycles per second at 1 atm.
and this line has a standard error of about 70 cycles per second. This 
is very similar to the result of Henderson and Queen, who found:- 
f ss 70 + 43 h cycles per second at 1 atm.
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Fig. 13.2. R.3SULT3 FOR 0 0o MIXTUR.E
f^/a x  10
o
cm (c/s)
25.8 x  10“Mole fraction of CO
10
(c/s)f 1- x 10
25 x 10“Mole fraction of CO.
100 42
f “ x 10“ ;> (c/s)
Mole fraction of CO 22.1
100 42
(c/s)
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10
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RESULTS FOR 0.-, - C0~ MIXTURES.
12
Mole fraction of C0o = 5*12 x 10'
100 4 2
2.60 x 10'Mole fraction of CO
100
(c/s)22
Using equation 11.9 and the limiting value of ar at high 
frequencies with the results from figure 11.5 we find:- 
in the upper curve f = 205 c/s. 
and in the lower f = 117 c/s.
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Chapter l4»
RESULTS FOR WATER VAPOUR 
Survey of Previous Work
In 1931 Knudsen reported that the absorption of sound in air 
was very dependent on the humidity of the air, and that it was very much 
higher than was predicted by the classical theory* His attempts to 
explain this anomaly led him to make the first measurements on oxygen 
- water vapour mixtures in 1933* Since that time many other workers 
have measured sound absorption in mixtures of oxygen and water vapour 
but even so there is still considerable doubt as to the exact behaviour 
of this mixture. There are many conflicting sets of data, some of the 
best of which are given in table 14.1, but only a few of which are very 
satisfactory.
The major obstacle to getting reliable results lies in the 
preparation of accurately known mixtures. A small quantity of water 
vapour shifts the frequency of maximum absorption considerably and so, 
for work at low frequencies, only very small concentrations can be used 
and these are difficult to measure. Moreover water vapour is very 
readily adsorbed onto the surfaces with which it comes in contact, so 
that it is not sufficient to deduce the partial pressure by adding a 
known mass of water to a known volume. As it is both extremely common 
and very hard to eliminate, most of the sufficiently accurate 
techniques available break down due to prior contamination. For 
example it would be a research project in itself to determine the 
percentage concentration of water vapour using a mass spectrometer 
since the residual vapour pressure inside the spectrometer is always
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too large for accurate determination unless long and difficult 
preparations are made. The mass spectrometer could perhaps be used by 
converting the water vapour to acetylene using calcium carbide, but 
this would reduce the sensitivity and increase the complexity 
considerably. Other methods such as electrical hygrometers, require 
frequent recalibration for accurate work.
Several different methods of determining humidity have been 
used by workers in this field. The early workers used wet and dry 
bulb thermometers, which are not very accurate at the very low 
concentrations used in the present work. A further criticism of this 
early work is that the oxygen used was not sufficiently pure for 
accurate work* These objections apply to all the work before 1940 
mentioned in table l4«l.
Other more recent workers, such as Harlow and Kitching (1964) 
in this laboratory and Tuesday and Boudart (1955) Princetown have 
deduced the concentration from the total mass of water in the system. 
Measurements quoted later shown that this technique undoubtedly leads 
to values of the humidity which are much too high, as some of the 
vapour added is adsorbed onto the tube walls. It is shown in graph
l4.1 that the results of these investigations are considerably 
different from other recent work, in the direction expected from the 
above considerations.
Henderson and his co-workers (1962,1963i1965) used a high 
pressure resonance tube in which they prepared a saturated mixture of 
oxygen and water vapour at pressures up to 100 atmospheres.
Corrections involved in this technique include those for non-ideal
Ch. 14, l48e
gas and for the dependence of the saturated vapour pressure on the 
pressur e * Though the results appear satisfactory I have some doubt 
, about the applicability of the above corrections, and even whether or
not the relationship between frequency, pressure and absorption applies 
exactly at such high pressures*
In the work of Harris and Tempest (1964) a technique 
involving circulation of the oxygen round a system was used. For the 
initial period the gas was passed through a saturator maintained at a 
constant temperature, so that water vapour was distributed throughout 
the system. Then the saturator was by-passed but.the circulation 
maintained until an equilibrium condition was reached. The humidity 
was then measured with an electrical hygrometer. No details of the 
calibration of this instrument were given. Unlike most of the post-1940 
measurements those of Harris and Tempest were done in a reverberation 
chamber not the more usual resonance tube.
Knotzel and Knotzel in 1946 used a resonance tube in 
conjunction with a circulatory system* In this work however the mass 
of water recovered from a metered volume of gas was determined as the 
tube was evacuated, and the water concentration was calculated from 
this data. At the frequencies they used, namely 600 to 5*000 cycles 
per second, the quantities of water vapour involved were rather larger 
and their measurement correspondingly easier than in the present work# 
Mixture Preparation
In the present work it was decided to use an alternative 
technique. An account of the practical details of the method will be 
found in chapter 9. Only an outline of the principles involved is
Ch. l4. 14?,
given here* The resonance tube was evacuated and a known mass of 
water was evaporated into it* The pressure at both ends of the tube 
was measured on oil manometers, and when the equilibrium pressure had 
been reached and recorded the tube was filled with oxygen* As an 
additional check the water vapour was extracted from the first 90% 
of the mixture while the tube was being emptied* The mass recovered 
in this way was always very much less than 90% of the total mass 
added*
We will consider the possible objections to this method of 
preparing mixtures* First let us consider the possible effect of the
o
oil vapour on the attenuation# The oil used was Apiezon !,BU whose
vapour pressure is less than 10 mm* of hg* at 15 C* This would
9
lead to a maximum concentration of 1 part xn 10 o One of the largest
changes in the frequency of maximum absorption, f^,against unit
. 4
impurity added is caused by ammonia $ 1 part in 10 of which changes 
f by 30 X 10* cycles per second (Knudsen and Obert, 1936)} therefore 
1 in 10 of which changes f by 0*3 cycles per second* This is 
negligible since at the minimum concentration used f *= 200 cycles 
per second*
One of the other possible sources of error is that the 
pressure in the system xvas not uniform. This is very unlikely as the 
readings obtained from the 2 manometers at opposite ends of the system 
were very similar* Another is that the equilibrium pressure of the 
water vapour is altered by the addition of the oxygen. Henderson 
quotes that the correction to the saturated vapour pressure is only 
0% at 100 atmospheres which suggests that the effect for a change of
1 atmosphere would be negligible*
A potentially more serious problem arises from the possible 
**sweeping*1 of the water vapour from the connecting tubes into the 
resonance tube* However, as the tubing involved is less than 3% of the 
total volume and as the system was always left for about an hour to 
reach equilibrium it is unlikely that this effect gave rise to 
significant errors*
In practice the most important limitation on the accuracy 
of this technique was due to the very slow leakage of the apparatus 
and a correction had to be applied to compensate for this* Two 
different methods were used at different times. One was to turn the 
pumps off at a known time and then to admit the water vapour after a 
short time* Readings of the pressure, indicated on each manometer, and 
the time were taken at frequent intervals, and were continued long 
after equilibrium had been reached* The plot of pressure against time 
could then be extrapolated back to zero time to determine the pressure 
due to the added water vapour* Alternatively a separate leak test was 
taken first and then the tube was evacuated again and then the water 
vapour added at a known time. The pressure as measured was then 
corrected using th© predetermined leak rate*
The largest error in these measurements was the time 
measurement which was noted to the nearest minute* As the readings 
at each manometer took about one minute improvement on this was 
impracticable, and as it leads to a possible error of only 2% in the 
magnitude of the correction and corresponds to only 0*004 mm. of hg, 
it was not necessary. Errors involved in reading the manometers were
only about 1% so the total error in the pressure determination was about 
2% for the lowest concentrations and fell to about 1% at the higher 
concentrations.
The measurements of the mixture composition based on the mass 
recovered from 90% of the gas were rather disappointing as this method 
proved very much less sensitive than the pressure method outlined above. 
However, they did provide a very useful check on the other method.
There was no difficulty in determining the mass of water introduced 
into the system as the small water holder used could be weighed to
10.2 milligrams, but the determination of the mass recovered was very 
much more difficult due to the large size of the drying towers.
The first problem was caused by the mass of air contained by 
the towers, which was about 50 milligrams. For comparison the maximum 
mass of water recovered was only about 30 milligrams. To eliminate 
trouble from changes in gas composition the towers were always filled 
with dried air before weighing and were weighed with one tap open to 
equate the internal pressure to atmospheric and so to minimise 
bouyancy problems.
The other problem was caused by surface adsorption. It was 
discovered that the mass of the tower changed by as much as 5 milligrams 
after cleaning even though great care had been taken to see that there 
was no surface grease near the joints and though it had already been 
cleaned carefully. Repeated very thorough cleaning improved the 
reproducibility so that the estimated error was *2 milligrams. This 
was not very satisfactory as the mass of water vapour involved was 
often only about 20 milligrams.
The pressures deduced from the 3 different methods used, 
namely;- the oil manometers, the mass put in and the mass recovered on 
partial evacuation are given in table 14.2 • It can be seen from these 
values that the oil manometers and the mass recovered were always in 
moderate agreement, but that the values deduced from the mass put in 
were always very much higher, often twice either of the other values. 
These results confirm the suggestions of Henderson, Clark and Lintz (1963) 
and Harris and Tempest (1964) that serious errors were caused by the 
neglect of this effect in the previous work in this laboratory by 
Harlow and Kitching (1964)•
The Results
Measurements of the sound absorption were taken on 8 different
mixtures with molar fractions of water vapour ranging from 0.6 X 10 
—3to 2.2 X 10 . The frequencies used were approximately 400,600,700,
900, 1,000 and 1,100 cycles per second in each case and the pressure
was varied so that measurements were taken on both sides of the maximum 
fvalue of — at all concentrations except the two lowest.
P f2As with the results for hydrogen, graphs of —  against f2a
were plotted at the majority of concentrations, and their slopes (&)
and intercepts (I) were used to calculate the frequency of maximum
absorption (^0)* These lines are shown in figures 14.2, l4.3 and
l4«4. The consistency of the values obtained was established by
1
plotting values of I and zr against f as was done for hydrogen etc.£f O
Again satisfactory straight lines were obtained and these lines had 
slopes in close agreement with those obtained from the other mixtures. 
They are shown in figure l4.5« At the lowest concentration the
limiting value of the attenuation and the previous results were used
f2 2to calculate the value of f because the — - against f curve was veryo a
insensitive. The method used was explained in the results for hydrogen© 
The results obtained are tabulated in table 14.2. The detailed results 
are given in the appendix.
The frequency of maximum absorption is plotted against the 
water vapour concentration in graph 14.1© The curves on this graph 
are:- l) a least squares fit to the combined data of Knotzel and 
Knotzel (1948), Harris and Tempest (1964) and Henderson eii al* (19 5^)
2) the curve given by Knudsen and Obert (1936) and 3) the results 
obtained by Harlow and Kitching (1964). It can be seen from the graph 
that the results obtained in the present work are in excellent 
agreement with curve 1 above, except for a single point which is 
Inconsistent with the other readings. As the values obtained for 
fQ, I and are mutually consistent the most probable source of the 
error is the mixture determination. The most likely explanation I 
can put forward is that a stopcock leaked as the pumps were isolated 
from the system just before the water was added, so that the measured 
pressure included unwanted air.
A least squares best fit direct to the data from the present 
set of results is not very satisfactory since none of the readings 
are at sufficiently low concentrations for extrapolation of the best 
fit curve to zero concentration to be very precise, and in fact a 
negative intercept is obtained by this means. To overcome this the 
recent results with pure oxygen are incorporated (as in chapter 13),
Ch. 14*  1 5 4 *
and we finds-
fQ « 9 + 162 h + 144 at 1 atra*
3Where fQ = frequency of maximum absorption and h = molar fraction X 10 * 
This result is very similar to the combined curve of the Knotzels (1948), 
Harris and Tempest (1964) and Henderson, Clark and Lintz (1965)® who 
found f « 7 + 183 h + 132 h • Indeed it can be seen from figure 14*1 
that differences between the present results and the above curve are 
insignificant® The least squares best fit so obtained has a standard 
error with respect to the measured points of about 26 cycles per second*
An objective assessment of the errors involved in these 
measurements is extremely difficult* The ones which can be given 
with some confidence ares-
Probable error in total gas pressure ^ 0*3%
Probable error in mixture composition +2$
From the scatter of the results obtained with mixtures of oxygen and 
hydrogen it is estimated that the probable error in the frequency of 
maximum obsorption was about 2% at the higher frequencies* This 
suggests that the total error is likely to be of the order of 5^ «
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Fig, 14.2. RESULTS FOR Q - H^O MIXTURES.
Mole fraction of H^O = 1.20 x  10'
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Fig 14.3. RESULTS FOR 0 K~0 MIXTURES
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JTig. 14.4. RESULTS FOR 02 - H^O MIXTURES.
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U sing equation 11.9 and the limiting value of the
attenuation at high frequencies with the result of f i g. 11.5
we find f = 199 c/s. o
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Chapter 15#
SOME APPLICATIONS OF THE RESULTS 
AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK 
In this chapter we will first consider the information which 
can be obtained by using the results of the measurements outlined in 
the previous chapters# In doing this we will show how far the results 
are explained by recent theories, and show that these theories are by 
no means perfect# We will then consider the possibilities for future 
work in this field#
Determination of the Internal Specific Heat of Oxygen
In chapter 11 we showed in equations 11#3 to 11*9 that graphs
of I against f and of — against f should be straight lines with o s o
sl°pes »  «.
c c 
X-  X _  .
ft * c £
f2 s
Where I and s are the intercept and slope of the graphs of —  against f*
r
v is the velocity of sound
c°° and c°° are the specific heats at constant pressure and
P v volume respectively
R is the universal gas constant
c£ is the specific heat of the internal mode .
These graphs are plotted for mixtures of oxygen and hydrogen
in figure llo5» and the slope of the lines is found to be
3*65 X 10 cm# cycles per second#
c 00
Substituting ■ ** 3«547 v *= 332 metres per second
R
we find c.
©o
—  ss 2o542 R b 8*314 Joule degree** mole**
i * 2.62 X 10**2,
Parker quotes the value calculated from the Plank-Einstein formula 
as 2.97 X 1Cf2*
Determination of the Relative Collision Efficiency 
In a single gas we have 7 ” = Z t.
Where T  is the relaxation time
Z ” 11 coHioioifr-cffieloftcy
K-xtv-rItv
t »t »» time between intermolecular collisions #
In a mixture of gas A with a small mole fraction x of gas B we haves-
1_____ 1 f. *A ..1
■>/ “  's . / I + X  (—  , *• 1) ] *
T ab i A I zab *ab
Thus before the relative collision efficiency can be obtained we need
to determine r—  c To do this we use an analysis by Kerschfelder 
AB
reported in Herzfeld and Litovitz (1959 d) which gives:-
X *  .. i  -  X —2. 4(T + CA) ]Vf t + (%*l V a\\* + °A)*
*A 1 + (CA + L V  1 ^ b] (X + C .)i
Where T « absolute temperature
' C. etc. are Sutherland*s constants for molecules type A etc.A
Ma etc. are the molecular weights M !t ” M 11
A
„ etc* are the viscosities ” ” ft ” M
VA
For convenience the results of applying equations 15*1 and 15*2 are 
tabulated in table 15*1 together with the necessary information.
The application of such results to the study of molecular models 
In order to illustrate the way in which the study of 
relaxation phenomena can be used to test molecular models a brief 
outline of the theory presented by Parker (1959* 1961) will be given, 
and its predictions compared with experimental results. In his 
earlier paper Parker developed a theory giving the rotational and the
162*
(15.1)
(15.2)
Table 15.1
DERIVATION OF RELATIVE COLLISION EFFICIENCIES
Gas 2 He c°2 °2
Required data
Sutherlands constant 72 76 240 138
Molecular weight 2 4 44 32
Temperature K. 300 300 300 300
Viscosity micro - poises 89 194 150 202
Relative time between collisions 
compared to oxygen 
t.AB ^  A *n e9uati°n *5*2.
2Z2 feM 1*206 1
Value of f with 0.01 mole fraction o
in oxygen.See chapters 10,11,12,13 
for data. C/s.
642 46 ■ 455 8.8
Relative molecule^ efficiency 
{^ZABtAB^^ZAtA{]in e9uation 7250 410 4960
Relative collision efficiency 
(Z^n/Z^Tl±n equation 15*2 is** l
L  . .  ' . . .  . . . . . . . . ■. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .
3300
\
310
716o
4400
L... ....
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vibrational relaxation times of homonuclear diatomic molecules* To do
this he assumed a generalised form of the Morse potential consisting
of a single attractive force centre at the geometric centre of the
molecule, together with two repulsive centres on the axis of the
molecule at a distance of -|d* from the centre* The force due to the
repulsive centres decays exponentially with distance with a constant
of |a* 9 On this basis he derived expressions for both the rotational oo
and the vibrational relaxation times in terms of:- the angular
vibrational frequency, wq§ the molecular diameter, d*; the potential
function a* and the depth of the potential well characterised by the oo
temperature T*« The vibrational relaxation time was found to be
strongly temperature dependent*
The quantities w and T* are well known for oxygen, and by o
substituting these values into the equations for rotational and
vibrational relaxation times, it is possible to adjust the values of
a*o an<* d* give satisfactory values of the relaxation times# Parker
first used the relaxation times found by Blackman (1956)> who used a
shock tube up to a temperature of about 3»000°K<» The best fit values
to these results, at the highest temperatures, are » 4*10 A * and
d* * 0.605 Ae However the results of Blackman do not extrapolate to
a value similar to that observed at room temperature, and they diverge
steadily from the theoretical curve at lower temperatures; this may
be caused by the presence of impurities in the gas used by Blackman*
Alternatively if the values of aj and d* are chosen to agree with the
Value at room temperature found by Parker (1961) we obtain: -
a* = 3*85 A-1 and d* * 0*623 A.
00
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The theoretical curve now passes above the data of Blackman, but 
approaches it asymptotically at high temperatures.
As a more recent study by Barker (196^ ) has shorn that the 
agreement between this theory and experimental results m s  generally 
satisfactory, and as the experimental data has received additional 
support -from Holmes et al,, Smith •and Tempest, Shields and Lee,Generalov, 
and White and Millikan all in I963. it appeared that the-discrepancy 
may be real rather than due to experimental or 'theoretical shortcomings. 
This has been supported by Parker and -Swope (1965) who measured • the 
relaxation time in pure oxygen and found a transition from the low
c otemperature curve to the high one in the region 4-20 to K. They 
suggest -that this implies a transition between different forma- of the 
molecule,
The above theory-was extended by Parker (I96I) to include
collisions between unlike homonuclear diatomic molecules by introdificing
the parameters a*x and Tox to describe collisions between the unlilce
molecules 0 and X, Using this theory,, and assuming the conventional
*
combination law ToX - ( T ^  lox)
it is easy to obtain values for aoXf which describes the intermolecular 
forces between unlike molecules. In this m y  we find
f Y *' »**1a A ■*.d
0 2 -  h 2 56 2.58 0,623
Qg «• He 30 2.94 0.&3
Pure oxygen 90 3-85 0.623
The results quoted, are those obtained by Parker (I96I), but as the 
present results are in excellent agreement with his no substantial
Ch 15* 165a.
differences are to be ejected. The values of a* for O2 ~ H^.are less 
than those of either Og - Og collisions or - IU collisions, which 
suggests that the collision process is not straight forward* Parker 
postulated that the distortion of the electron orbits of the hydrogen 
molftecule nay be sc severe as to cause the hydrogen atoms to react with 
the electrons of the oxygen molecules*
Oxygen - Water vapour mixtures,
Although the Tuesday and Boudart theory is now generally accepted 
there are other explanations' for the quadratic effect of water vapour.
One of the more recent theories was proposed by Calvert (1965)» and
suggests that the serial process
02 + H20-*02 t H20 E20*+ H20-» Pi-lgO
should be rplaced by the Mdittern process
0^ ^  2 ^2^2"*^ 2^ 2^ •
As well as rapid transfer of energy from 0* it requires the dimer to 
be a weakly bound particle which dissociates in about ICf^ seconds on 
excitation* This would account for the rapid increase in the relaxation 
time of water vapour with temperature suggested by tho results of Fugii 
Lindsay and Urshxhara (1963). Henderson and Herzfeld considered this 
alternative in 1965 and, showed that this theory did not explain their 
experimental results of a quadratic dependence of (f/p)^ on molar 
concentration of water vapour when the total gas pressure was varied, 
although it does predict a quadratic dependence for measurements at 
constant pressure, Itfe will not therefore consider it further*
Due to it* quadratic effect none of the quantitative discussions
Ch* 15* 3.66*
so far in this chapter have been applicable to oxygen - water vapour 
mixtures9 However this phenomemm has been described quantitatively 
by Tuesday and Boudart (1955) and by Henderson (1965)* The treatment 
given below is derived from that of Henderson.
It was shown in chapter 2 that:*
X  = Nk . + N f k  - k + k30 k50 -1 ,
T  10 L 20 10 ^  k5or " i : xT r k ^ J  h
+ N k30 (k4o " k5Q) 2 . .
(k03 + V  (1 - X) " k40X
Where N is the number of molecules per c,c«
h n ,f molar fraction of water and is much less than 1 
and the k's are the rate constants of the reactions, which are given 
below with Y representing the impurity (water vapour) molecules*
0* + 02 °2 + °2 Y* + Y Y + Y
kQl k04
k20 k50
0* + Y °2 + Y Y* + °2 Y + 02
lz02 k05
0a + T : ^ H 20* + 02 .
k__
05
We are able to make several simplifications to this in the case of 
mixtures of oxygen and water vapour•
For example 1 - h » 1
k _ is the rate constant for the relaxation of oxygen in 0 - 0  
10 » 2
collisions, which is a very much slower than relaxation (given by k )
15. 167,
when water vapour Is present
therefore k„* is much less than k,*10 20
For a resonant exchange, as in reaction 3, the ratio of the reaction
rates is given by the Maxwell Boltzmann equation, for example see
Herzfeld and Litovitz 1959 d, and so
Also these resonant exchanges are very much faster than the non-resonant
Comparing this with the experimental results in chapter 14, 
when h — 0, we find the frequency of maximum absorption is about 9 
cycles per second#
exchange in reaction 5, and so is much greater than
Using the above simplification equation 15*3 reduces to
Therefore N k = 271X9 = 57*10
3From the present results the linear term is 162 X 10 h#
 t  9
rt g
Therefore N(0#83 + k_J « 2 Tfx 162 X KT s 1.02 X 10 (15.5)
6 2and the quadratic term is 144 X 10 h
6
therefore N X 0,83 ~ ^ q ) - 2 7f X 144 X 10
= 0.905 X 109.
(15.6)
Since the reactions HgO* + 02 0 + H O  anda eit
^  °2 + H2°
are superficially similar v;e will assume that = ^50*
Thus from equation 15*5 N k ^  = N k = 5 X 10^ .
Ch* 15* 168 «
Substituting in equation 15*6 we find:-
k - 0.905 X 109 _ 9
40 “ 0«83 '
Unfortunately it is not possible to deduce the value of k^Q from the 
present measurements, but with the measurements of Harris (1963) on 
air - H^O it can be found* He found:-
* 58 *35 + 697 h + 423 h2 ,p max
To employ this result the additional reactions involving 
nitrogen must be introduced, which make the final expression more 
complicated, but by substituting the values already deduced it is 
found that k ^  a 1*6 X 10^ and kQ^ » 1*9 X 10^ *
One rather surprising feature of these results is that the 
near resonant exchange process, with a rate given by k ^  is much 
slower than the non-resonant water against water reaction given by 
k4o" It should also be noted that the values obtained for the 
relaxation of pure water found experimentally by Huber and Kantrovitz 
(1947), Fugii et al (1963) and Roessler and Sahn (1965) suggest that 
k40 should be less than a sixth of the value deduced here*
To demonstrate that the quadratic dependence on water vapour 
concentration is not due to a chemical "affinity”, several workers have 
measured the attenuation in mixtures of heavy water vapour and oxygen*
By analysing his results in the way shown above Henderson (1965) has
found that the absorption due to heavy water vapour can be explained 
by the above theory, providing that both k ^  and kQ  ^are reduced by 
a factor of over ten (due to the exchange no longer being nearly 
resonant) and that both k2Q and k^Q drop slightly due to the increased
Ch. 15. 169*
mass of the heavy water vapour* While this tends to support the above 
theory many experimental results do not conform exactly with it, for 
example recent measurements by Harris (19SS) on air - water vapour 
mixtures lie below the predicted curve, especially at frequencies 
below 5 kilocycles per second*
Suggestions for Further Work
In the course of the present work a considerable number of 
problems which require additional study were found* Some of these are 
outlined below to demonstrate the scope for further work* One obvious 
need is for a theoretical treatment for the absorption of sound in 
tubes when standing waves are present* The present technique of 
calculating the Helmholtz-Kirchhoff coefficient and then adding an 
additional empirical quantity to it is far from satisfactory* Another 
theoretical problem which has not been mentioned previously is that 
although the Kneser theory described in chapter 2 predicts the 
frequency and value of the maximum absorption very well, the values 
of the absorption coefficient measured by, for example, Harris (1966) 
to each side of the maximum are considerably higher than predicted by 
the theory*
Turning now to experimental measurements which could usefully 
be made with the present apparatus, we find that there is a very wide 
range of possible mixtures, many of which would repay further study*
One system which would be particularly rewarding is the mixture of
oxygen and He,. It has been suggested that the light molecules H_,
3 &
D and He* are effective because of their small masses. The 
2 ^
intermediate mass of He^ should therefore have an intermediate effect,
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the magnitude of -which -would be extremely irrtxsr carting* A range of 
other mixtures is suggested in order to test the molecular theory of 
Parker (1961), and the list could be considerably enlarged if a theory 
extending to more complex molecules were produced* The analysis by 
Parker (1961*196^ 1*) showing that there is a serious discrepancy between 
the high temperature work of Blackman and the room temperature results 
of the present type, emphasises that it Would be useful to extend 
readings of the present type over a wide range of temperatures* It 
would also improve the flexibility of the apparatus if it was suitable 
for operation at higher pressures, say up to 10 atmospheres, so that 
results of high sensitivity could be obtained at very low values of 
(—)• This would be particularly useful as several mixtures appear to 
have a non-linear dependence on concentration at extremely low 
concentrations•
Although a great deal of work has been devoted to the study 
of the oxygen - water vapour mixture,, and there is now apparently some 
agreement on the approximate dependence of f on concentration as well 
as a moderately satisfactory theory, there is still a considerable 
amount requiring further study* For example the temperature 
dependence of the effect is virtually unknown, the theory is in terras 
of rate constants which cannot yet be related to other more 
fundamental molecular properties etc*
The above suggestions for further work are by no means 
exhaustive but serve to show that the subject is still very far from 
completely understood*
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Appendix 10 172#,
This appendix includes tables of details of the readings
taken during the present work. The information given is intended
to supplement the data presented in the relevant chapters, and is
not therefore complete in itself. The order of presentation is
the same as that in the body of the work, namely the pure gases
nitrogen, air and oxygen followed the mixtures of oxygen with
hydrogen, helium, carbon dioxide and water vapour respectively.
The information given should be self explanatory, but
it should be noted that the computed velocity given would require
corrections like those outlined in table 10.1 to yield the free
space velocity. The values quoted in the tables are not
necessarily rounded to the correct number of significant figures,
often they are derived directly from the computed values.
1.
Detailed Results*
Pure Nitrogen
1 7 3 .
Set 0*03
Total nitrogen pressure = 79.94 cm. of hg. 
Table of computed results
Mode fn
cycles per 
second
attenuation 
X 10* 
cm.'1
V pcycles per 
second per 
cm. of hg.
3 315.2 1.123 3.05
4 410.2 1.375 5.24
5 525.9 1.615 6.58
6 631.00 1.562 7.89
7 735.8 1.622 9.17
8 841.0 1.670 10.52
Set 0.04
Total nitrogen pressure = 69.63 cm. of hg.
Mode fZlcycles per 
second
attenuation 
X 10~i
cm cycles per second per 
cm. of hg.
3 315.1 1.20 4.52
4 420.2 1.462 6.03
6 630.8 1.32 9.18
7 736*1 1.77 10.55
8 841.16 1.99 12.07
3 314.2 0.97 4.52
8 838.4 1.86 12.02
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Detailed Results
Air
Set 0,1
Total Air Pressure * 81.19 cm. of hg.
Computed results
Mode f
cycles per 
second
Attenuation 
X 10^ cm."* (c/s) hg* j
1 103.2 0.624 1.13
3 310.5 1«U4 3.82
4 414,1 1.172 5.08
6 620.8 1.718 7.64
7 723.9 1,640 8.91
8 827.8 2.186 10.20
2 206.6 0.923 2.54
8 827.7 1.958 10.20
Set 0.2
Total Air Pressure = 66.88 cm. of hg.
Mode fn
cycles per 
second
Attenuation 
X 10 cm,"*
f/P . 
icfe) (cm of hg)~
1 103.14 0*665 1.54
2 206.59 0.982 3.09
3 309.96 1,208 4.63
4 413.30 1.585
00r*.O
6 620.8 1.797 9.39
7 723.96 1.815 10.82
8 827.50 2.175 12.38
App» 1*
Detailed Results
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Pure Oxygen
Set 12
Total gas pressure >.4 cm, of hg.
Mode fn
cycles per 
second
attenuation 
X IQ4 cm-1 (fn/p)“
Var o 
X 104" '1  ^
(c/s)^ x (cm of hg)^
2 196.81 1.038 1.476 6*0
3 295.40 1.096 1.81 4.6
4 393.94 1.249 2.09 4.6
5 492.62 1.310 2.33 9.5
6 591.13 1.495 2.56 19.0
7 689.72 1. 541 2.76 31.0
9 887,00 1.716 3.12 30,0
10 985.38 1,854 3.30 92.0
11 1084.06 1.958 3.46 19.0
12 1182.71 2.179 3.62 79.0
Set 13
Total gas pressure 90*5 cm. of hg.
Mode f
cycles per 
second
attenuation 
X 10 cm.*1
(f/p)2
X ~X 
(c/s)2 x (cm of hg)2
Var.
x ioq
3 295.43 1.132 1.81 13.7
5 492.59 1.451 2.33 3.8
7 689.73 1.612 2.76 5.1
9 886.88 1.816 3.13 34.0
12 1182.71 2.139 3.61 34.0
App*
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Pure Oxygen (cont.)
Set 14
Total gas pressure 48*83 cm* of hg.
Mode fn
cycles per 
second
attenuation 
X 104 cm«“*
(f/p)*n
4 -4 
(c/s)? x (cm of hg)^
Var. J 
X 10^
6 590*89 1.908 3.48 3.6
7 689.43 2.028 3.76 6.3
9 886.54 2.258 4.26 11.0
10 985*12 2.400 4.49 3.3
11 1083.60 2.573 4.71 2.2
12 1182*25 2.681 4.92 5.2
ftpp* 1* 177*
Detailed Results
Oxygen - Hydrogen Mixture
Set 2*1
Hydrogen Pressure from Oil Manometer =3*10 cm. oil
= 1.99 mm. hg.
Final Excess Pressure = IS.2 cm. hg.
Atmospheric Pressure = 76.73 cm. hg.
Total Tube Pressure = 92.9 cm, hg.
Percentage of Hydrogen = 0.214 %
Computed Results
Mode Computer
Velocity
m/s
f
c?s
Attenuation X 10 cm Var. 
X 104Total Tube Relax .
1 330.13 98.36 0.754 0.595 0.159 3.1
2 330.63 197.03 1.144 0.842 0.302 6.5
3 330.67 295.57 1.391 0.031 0.360 9.2
4 330.69 394.12 1.473 1.191 0.283 4.6
5 330,87 492.93 1.787 1.331 0.456 5.4
6 330.86 591.49 1.885 1.458 0.426 3,8
7 330.90 690.15 1.903 1.575 0.328 3.2
9 330.95 887.50 2.132 1.786 0.346 99
10 330.96 986.12 2.215 1.890t 0.325 6.5
App* U
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Oxygen - Hydrogen Mixture
Hydrogen Pressure from Mercury 
Final Excess Pressure 
Atmospheric Pressure 
Total Tube Pressure 
Percentage of Hydrogen
Computed Results
Set 2#2 
er = 7.66 mm* hg. 
= 14*1 cm, hg. 
= 76.6 cm. hg* 
= 90.7 cm. hg. 
= 0.845 %
Mode Computer
Velocity
m/s
f
c?s
Attenuation X 4 -1 10 cm Var.
x ioJTotal „ Tube-- Relax*1,
2 . 331.06 197.28 1. 138 0.852 0.286
3 331.25 296.09 1,429 1,044 0.385
4 331.33 394.89 1.699 1.206 0.493
5 331.53 493.91 2.209 1.351 0.858
6 331.51 592.71 2.363 1.477 0.886
7 331.65 691.72 2.633 1.596 1.037
9 331.78 889.69 3.048 1.810 1.238 39,37
10 331.81 988.65 3,411 1.908 1.503 3.97
11 331.89 1087.73 3,556 2.001 1.555 10.56
A
1. 179*
Detailed Results
Oxygen - Hydrogen Mixture
Set 2.3
Hydrogen Pressure from Mercury Manometer at 7.83 mm. hg*
Final Excess Pressure = - 13.35 cm. hg*
Atmospheric Pressure = 77*62 cm. hg.
Total Tube Pressure = 61,27 cm. hg.
Percentage of Hydrogen = 1.26 %
Computed Results
Mode Computer
Velocity
m/s
fn
c/s
.........  4.-ij
Attenuation K 10 cm.. Var, . 
X 10*Total Tube Relax4*.
3 331.60 296.49 1,478 1.276 0.202 4.39
4 332.01 395.69 1*874 1.469 0.405 66
5 332.20 494.91 2,290 1.649 0.641 2.36
6 332.21 593,90 2.715 1.800 0.915 3.12
7 332.31 693.10 2.733 1.950 0.783 33
9 332.46 891.52 3 . 450 2.205 1.245 65
10 332.53 990.80 3.420 2.324 1.095 9
11
1. . J
332.55 1089.94 3.744 2.433 1.306 1.9
Detailed Results
Oxygen - Hydrogen Mixture
Set 2,4
Hydrogen Pressure from Mercury Manometer = 1*036 cm« hg®
Final Excess Pressure = - 14.05 cm*'hg#
Atmospheric Pressure = 76®98 cm. hg®
Total Tube Pressure = 62*93 cm® hg®
Percentage of Hydrogen = 1*647 %
Computed Results
1
Mode Computer
Velocity
m/s
fn
c/s
4 -l
Attenuation X 10 cm* Var*4 
X 10Total Tube Relax44*
3 332*31 297*05 1.500 1.256 0* 245 2.07
4 332*47 396.24 1.855 1.450 0.405 * O
5 332*54 495*41 2® 573 1.622 0*951 12
6 332*60 594*58 2.594 1*777 0.817 4
7 332*70 693*81 2.807 1.919 0*887 9
9 332*85 892*57 3.528 2.177 1.351 5
10 332*90 991.91 3.744 2.295 1.450 4
! ii 
i....
332*98 ; 1091.34 3.820 2*407 1*536 6*7
. 1 *
Detailed Results
181*
Oxygen - Hydrogen Mixture
Hydrogen Pressure from Mercury 
Final Excess Pressure 
Atmospheric Pressure 
Total Tube Pressure 
Percentage of Hydrogen
Computed Results
Mode
r~.. .....t
| Computer fn
c/s
Attenuation X 4 -1 10 cm Var 4 X 10*| Velocity 
I m/s
Total Tube Relax11#
4 33g.82 397.83 2.045 1.686 0.358 1.3
5 334.01 497.61 2.370 1.886 0*484 1.8
6 334.10 597.29 2.764 2.066 0.697 4.4
7 334.18 697.00 3.106 2.236 0.874 10,6
9 334.27 896.39 3 . 564 2.531 1.033 33.3
10 334.50 996.65 3.962 2.668 1.294 3*8
11 334.38 1095.94 4.260 2.799 1.462 5,4
12
i
334.45 1195.95 4.796 2.922 1.872 12
Manometer = 1.205 cm. hg.
= - 29.65 cm. hg. 
= 76.49 cm. hg.
= 46.74 cm. hg.
= 2.58 %
t.
Detailed Results
182*
Oxygen - Hydrogen Mixture
Set 2.6
Hydrogen Pressure from Mercury Manometer = 1*059 cm* hg* 
Final Excess, Pressure 
. Atmospheric Pressure 
Total Tube Pressure 
Percentage of Hydrogen
Computed Results
Mode
---- ---- l
Computer
Velocity
m/s
-
fn
c/s
Attenuation X .a4 -110 cm
Relax .
Var . 
X 10Total Tube
4 333.29 397.22 1.919 1.682 0.237 2.8
5 333.44 496.75 2.574 1.880 0*694 3.6
0 333.56 596.31 2.904 2.061 0.844 1.3
7 333.59 695.76 3.125 2.226 0.899 15
9 333.74 895*01 3.807 2.524 1.282 78
10 333.85 994.71 4.090 2.661 1.428 2.0
11 333.92 1094.46 4*484 2.792 1.692 7.1
12 333.91 1193.90 4.333 2.910 1.416 8.6
« - 29*45 cm* hg* 
= 76.37 cm. hg*
*■ 46*92 cm. hg*
* 2.26 %
183,
detailed Results
Oxygen - Hydrogen Mixture
Set 2.7
Hydrogen Pressure from Mercury Manometer = 0*871 cm. hg*
Pinal Excess Pressure = - 27*05 cm, hg.
Atmospheric Pressure = 75.30 cm. hg*
Total Tube Pressure = 48.25 cm* hg*
Percentage of Hydrogen s 1,81
Computed Results
Mode Computer
Velocity
m/s
f
&
c/s
Attenuation 1
4 — 1 
I 10 cm Var.. 
X 10JTotal Tube Relax11,
4 332.51 396.29 2.026 1.65S 0.368 1.4
5 332.63 495*54 2.632 1.852 0.780 5,4
6 332.77 594.91 2.789 2.002 0.787 6.0
7 332.86 694.25 3.039 2.192 0.846 21
9 333.01 892.99 3.650 2.487 1,164 97
10 333.14 992.62 3.930 2.622 1.309 3.3
11 333.11 1091.82 3.940 2.749 1.191 5.2
Detailed Results
Oxygen - Hydrogen Mixture
Set 2,8
Hydrogen Pressure from Oil Manometer « 8.82 cm. oil
* 0*568 cm* hg*
Final Excess Pressure *• 14*95 cm* hg*
Atmospheric Pressure = 75*18 cm* hg*
Total Tube Pressure a 90*13 cm. hg.
Percentage of Hydrogen = 0*630 %
Computed Results
mm0mmmmmmmmMumgmmt u m w *
Mode Computer
Velocity
m/s
f * 4 u —1Attenuation X 10 cm Var-.* 
X 10*nc/s Total Tube Relax11.
4 331.05 394*56 1.764 1.209 0.554 4
5 331.30 493.55 2.175 1*353 0,822 20
6 331.29 592.26 2.334 1.482 0.852 18
7 331,35 691.09 2.597 1.601 0.996 9.6
9 331.45 888*82 2.799 1.815 0.984 35
10 331.50 987*72 3.013 1.913 1, 100 4
11 331.50 1086.49 3.181 2.007 1. 175 9*2
App. 1* 185*
Detailed Results
Oxygen - Hydrogen Mixture
Set 2*9
Hydrogen Pressure from Mercury Manometer = 1.817 cm. hg.
Pinal Excess Pressure = 15.00 cm, hg.
Atmospheric Pressure = 75.67 cm. hg.
Total Tube Pressure = 90,67 cm, hg.
Percentage of Hydrogen » 2.00 %
Computed Results
Mode Computer
Velocity
m/s
fn
c/s
Attenuation X 4 -1 10 cm
j 
W 
<
! 
O 
♦
1 
-
Total Tube Relax11.
5 333.26 496.48 1.847 1.353 0.495 16.4
6 333.23 595.72 2.063 1.482 0.581 46
7 333.30 695.17 2.371 1,600 0.771 11
9 333.37 893.96 3.025 1.815 1.210 31
10 333.44 993.50 3.278 1.913 1.365 4.2
11 333.49 1093.01 3.647 2.007 1.640 7.7
12 333.47 1192.31 3.972 2.096 1.876 19.4
App« 1*
Detailed Results
Oxygen. - Hydrogen Mixtures
1 8 6 *
Set 2.10
Hydrogen Pressure from Oil Manometer = 5„59 cm® oil
= 0,358 cm, hg,
Pinal Excess Pressure = 13,75 cm, hg*
Atmospheric Pressure s 76,68 cm, hg.
Total Tube Pressure = 90,43 cm. hg.
Percentage of Hydrogen = 0,396 %
Computed Results
Mode Computer 
Velocity 
m/ s
f Attenuation }r “1l 10 cm VaT ban
c/s Total Tube Relax . X 10
3 330.90 295,28 1.583 1.045 0.538 7.2
4 330,89 394.36 1.891 1.207 0,684 4,1
5 331.09 493.25 2.093 1,350 0.743 12
6 331,07 591.87 2.244 1.479 0.765 6.3
7 331.16 690.69 2.405 1.597 0.808 4.1
9 331.25 888.27 2.680 1.812 0.868 46
10 331.32 987.20 2.808 1.910 0. 898 4.6
11 331.33 1085,95 2.901 2.003 0.898 28
1 .
Detailed Results
187.
Oxygen - Hydrogen Mixture
Hydrogen Pressure from Oil Manometer
Final Excess Pressure 
Atmospheric Pressure 
Total Tube Pressure 
Percentage of Hydrogen
Computed Results
Set 2.11 
= 1.565 cm. oil 
* 0.100 cm. hg. 
= 14.0 cm. hg.
= 76,80 cm. hg. 
as 90.80 cm. hg, 
= 0.110 %
Mode Computer
Velocity
m/s
fn
c/s
4 -1Attenuation X 10 cm Var0 
X 10Total Tube Relax11*
3 330.62 295.53 1.255 1.043 0.213 9.2
4 330,63 394.06 1.460 1.204 0.256 3.4
5 330.79 492.81 1.670 1.347 0.323 25
6 330,77 591.34 1.763 1.475 0.288 11
7 330.80 689.95 1.864 1.593 0.271 3.4
9 330.84 887.18 2.062 1.807 0.255 93
10 330.86 985.81 2.250 1.905 0.346 26
11 330.85 1084.35 2 • 246 1.997 0.249L _ 54
188*
Detailed Results
Oxygen - Helium Mixture
Set 5,1
Helium Pressure from Mercury Manometer = 2*289 era. hg.
Final Excess Pressure « 15.45 cm. hg*
Atmospheric Pressure = 75.75 cm. hg.
Total Tube Pressure = 91*1 cm* hg*
Percentage of Helium = 2.51 %
Computed Results
Mode Computer
Velocity
m/s
fn
c/s
Attenuation X ~4 -1 10 cm
--------------!
Var.. 
X ioTotal Tube Relax11.
3 334.46 298.96 1.319 1.047 0.272 lof
4 334*50 398.66 1.502 1.209 0.293 2*4
5 334.61 498.50 1.690 1.352 0.338 3*6
6 334.66 598.28 1.748 1.481 0.267 2.5
7 334.71 698.11 1.901 1.600 0.301 13
9 334.76 897.69 2.127 1.814 0.313 82
10 334.79 997.52 2.293 1.913 0.381 19
11 334..80 1097.31 2.396 2.006 0.390 71■
App. 1
189*
Detailed Results
Oxygen - Carbon Dioxide Mixture
Set 4*1
Carbon Dioxide Pressure from Mercury Manometer = 2*333 cm* hg*
Final Excess Pressure = 13*85 cm* hg*
Atmospheric Pressure =76*42 cm* hg*
Total Tube Pressure = 90*27 cm* hg*
Percentage of Carbon Dioxide = 2.58 %
Computed Results  ■— —-"i — - -— -
Mode Computer
Velocity
m/s
fn
c/a
—  — — ...-  — ....
Attenuation 5r *^4 -1I 10 cm Var.4 
X 10Total Tube Relax .
7 328;22 684*56 2.570 1*592 0.978 13.4
9 328.39 880.61 3.637 1.805 1.832 67
10 328.39 978*46 3.732 1.903 1*829 5.38
11 328*29 1075.97 4. 180 1.996 1.821 6.53
The tube was then pumped down to a pressure of 48.4 cm* hg.
Mode Computer
Velocity
m/s
fn
c/s
4 -1Attenuation X 10 cm
---7
Var*. 
X 10Total Tube Relax1*.
4 327.99 390.91 2.095 1. 643 0.454 1.62
5 328.14 488.85 2.677 1.837 0.840 6.32
6 328.20 586.73 2.808 2.012 0.796 1.83
7 328.30 684.73 3.192 2.174 1.021 4.41
9 328.41 880.66 3.955 2.466 1.495 8.03
10 328.46 978.65 3.843 2.599 1.244 3.51
11 328.49 1076.62 4*703 2.726 1.977 2.65
ilpp* 1< 190,
Detailed results
Oxygen — Carbon Bioxide Mixtures
Set 4*2
Carbon Dioxide Pressure from mercury manometer = l.©89 cm* hg*
Final Excess Pressure = -20.05 cm. hg.
Atmospheric Pressure = 76*54 cm. hg.
Total Tube Pressure = 56.5 cm. hge
Percentage of Carbon Dioxide » 1*925§&
Computed Results
....1
Mode
■
Computer
Velocity
in/ 8 .
‘ n 
c/s.
Attenuation x -110 cm Var*
4x 10Total Tube Relax11*
4 328.58 391*62 1.901 1.522 0*379 2*82
5 328.70 489.69 2.563 1*702 0*861 7.56
6 328*86 587.92 2.705 1.864 0.840 3*38
7 328*96 686*11 3.060 2.014 1.046 7.25
*
9 329,08 882.47 3*420 2*284 1.136 6.74
10 329*14 980.69 3.497 2.408 1.089 3*66
11 329.19 1078*91 4,057
i .. -.....
2.526 1.531 7*28
These results were obtained using the second disappearance 
of the fringes.
App< 1 . 191,
Detailed Results
Oxygen — Carbon Dioxide Mixtures
Set 4+3
Carbon Dioxide Pressure from mercury manometer = 1,118 cm.
Final Excess Pressure 
Atmospheric Pressure 
Total Tube Pressure 
Percentage of Carbon Dioxide 
Computed Results
= - 25e55 cm, h> 
= 76,13 cm, hg, 
= 50,58 cm, hg. 
~ 2,2195
Mode Computer
Velocity
m/s.
!
fn
c/s
Attenuation x lO^cnT’ * Var.
x 104Total Tube Relax21,
4 328.21 391.17 2.270 1.607 0,663 9.84
5 328.42 489.27 2,677 1,798 0.879 9.66
6 328,51 587.29 2.870 1.970 0.901 2.87
7 328,62 685.41 3.182 2.128 1.054 3.03
9 328.67 881.36 3.864 2.413 1.251 15.5
10 328.74 979.51 3.871 2.544 1.327 1.88
11 328,88 1072.92 4.485 2.668 1.817 11.4
App.
Detailed Results
Oxygen - Carbon Dioxide Mixture
192.
Set 4.4
Carbon Dioxide Pressure from mercury manometer = 0.892 cm. hg.
Final Excess Pressure a - 15.20 cm. hg.
Atmospheric Pressure = 76.69 cm. hg.
Total Tube Pressure = 61,44 era. hg.
Percentage of Carbon Dioxide a 1.455 %
Computed results
Mode- Computer
Velocity
m/s.
fn Attenuation x
4 -1 10 cm .
1
Var j
c/s. Total Tube Helax11. 4 1xlO
4 328.99 392.10 2.025 1.460 0.565 4.76
5 329.23 490*48 2.429 1*630 0.796 3.10
6 329.29 588.67 2.577 1.789 0.788 6.51
7 329.30 686.83 3.930 1.933 0.997 4.26
9 329.41 883*34 3.350 2.192 1.159 3.49
10 329.43 981.57 3.403 2.310 1.092 3.90
11 329.50 1079.93 3.631 2.423 1.207 4.25. ......
App» 1#
Detailed Results
Oxygen - Carbon Dioxide Mixture
Carbon Dioxide Pressure from mercury manometer =
Final Excess Pressure =
Atmospheric Pressure =s
Total Tube Pressure =
Percentage of Carbon Dioxide =
(
Computed Results
Mode Computer
Velocity
m/s.
fn Attenuation x
4 -110 cm
u <n t
Var
4x 10
!
Total Tube Relax11*
4 329.31 392.48 1*769 1*192 0.577 8*26
6 329.54 589.13 2.401 1.460 0.941 4.36
7 329.63 687*51 2.648 1.577 1.071 3,66
9 329.71 884*16 3.099 1.788 1.310 79
10 329.76 982.53 3.212 1.885 1.326 6.68
11 329.78 
1.. ...■
1080.85 3.491 1.977 1.514
....
4.77
-.. <>
0*940 cm* hg* 
15.20 cm. hg. 
77.15 cm. hg* 
92*55 cm. hg. 
1.019 %
193*
Set 4.5
App. 1* 194*
Detailed Results
Oxygen - Carbon Dioxide Mixture
Set 4*6
Carbon Dioxide Pressure from mercury manometer = 0*843 cm* hg* 
Final Excess Pressure 12*25 cm, hg.
Atmospheric Pressure = 76*82 cm. hg.
Total Tube Pressure =89.07 cm. hg.
Percentage of Carbon Dioxide = 0,946 %
Computed Results
Mode Computer
Velocity
m/s.
f 1 n
c/s.
At t emuit ion x 10 cm Var
4x 10Total Tube Relax11.
4 329.70 393.94 1.822 1.214 0.608 4.6
5 329.81 491.34 2.404 1.358 i.047 22
6 329.89 589.75 2.328 1.487 0.841 1.8
7 329.92 688.13 2.551 1.607 0.944 2.8
9 330.01 884.97 2,720 1.822 0.898 19
10 330.03 983.34 2.911 1.921 0.991 2.7
11 330.06 1081.77 3.089 2,014 1.075 3.9
Detailed Results
Oxygen — Carbon. Dioxide Mixture
Set 4.7
Carboii Dioxide Pressure from mercury manometer 
Final Excess Pressure 
Atmospheric Pressure 
Total tube Pressure 
Percentage of Carbon Dioxide
Computed8 Results
Mode
1
Computer fn
c/s
Attenuation x ,a4 -1 10 cm Var
Velocity
m/s. Total Tube Relax11
4x 10
4 330.02 339.33 1.716 1.212 0.504 2.4
5 330.17 491.88 2.078 1.355 0.722 15
6 330.26 590.41 2.031 1.485 0.547 6.5
7 330.67 688.83 2.222 1.604 0 , 619 18
9 330.34 885.85 2.335 1.819 0.517 7.3
10 330.39 984.40 2.506 1.917 0.589 5.9
11 330.40 1082.90 2.574i. . 2.011 0.564 4.2
»■ 0*456 cm* hg. 
® 13.00 cm. hg. 
= 76.48 cm. hg. 
a? 89.48 cm. nJig 
= 0.512 %
App. 1* 196<
Detailed Results
Oxygen - Carbon Dioxide Mixture
Set 4.8
Carbon Dioxide Pressure fro® oil manometer = 3.65 cm. oil 
Therefore Carbon Dioxide Pressure * 0.234 cm. hg.
Pinal Excess Pressure of Tube a 13.55 cm« hg.
Atmospheric Pressure =76.72 cm. hg.
Total Tube Pressure = 90.27 cm. hg.
Percentage of Carbon Dioxide * 0*260%
i
Computed Results
Mode Computer
Velocity
m/s.
fn
c/s
Attenuation x 4 -110 cm Var.
4x 10Total Tube Relax11
4 330.26 393.61 1.495 1.207 0.288 1.9
5 330.31 492.10 1.745 1.350 0.395 5,7
6 330.45 590.76 1.787 1.479 0.308 15
7 330.44 689.20 1,940 1.597 0.343 5.3
9 330.50 886.27 2.105 1.811 0.295 27
10 330.53 984.83 2.247 1.909 0.338 3.4
11 330.54 1083.35 2.349 2.002 0.346 4.2
/
App* 1
197*
Detailed Results
Oxygen - Water Vapour Mixture
Set 5,1
Mass of water added 
Corrected water vapour pressure
Final excess pressure 
Atmospheric pressure 
Total tube pressure 
Percentage of water vapour
Computed Results
Mode Computer f Attenuation x
4 -110 cm Var.
Velocity
ra/s.
n
c/s Total Tube Relax11 xlQ4
4 330.25 393.60 1.733 1.207 0.526 7.0
6 330.60 591.02 2.367 1.478 0*889 6.6
7 330.59 689.52 2.643 1.597 1.047 9*6
9 330*75 886.93 2.916 1.811 1.105 12
10 330.77 985.54 3.042 1.909 1.133 3.1
11 330.85 1084.35 3.280 2.003 1.277 5.4
a 48.4 milligram 
* 1.68 cm. oil 
» 0.108 mm. hg.
= 13.95 era* hg.
= 76.38 era. hg.
=. 90.33 cm, hg.
= 0.120 %
App. 1. 198c
Detailed Results
Oxygen - Water Vapour Mixture
Set 5.2
Mass of water vapour added = 38.6 milligrams
Corrected water vapour pressure = 1.32 cm. oil
* 0.851mm. hg.
Final excess pressure = 14.55 cm. hg.
Total tube pressure = 90.55 cm. hg.
c
Atmospheric pressure a 76.00 cm. hg.
Percentage of water vapour = 0*0945 %
Computed Results
Mode Computer
Velocity
m/s
fn
c/s
Attenuation x lO^cra** Var.
xlQ4Total Tube Relax11
4 330.49 393.88 1.560 1.205 0.354 5.8
6 330.65 591.11 1.855 1.477 0.378 7.7
7 330.68 689.70 1.998 1.595 0.403 20
9 330.73 886.88 2.220 1.809 0.411 30
10 330.76 985.52 2.388 1.907 0.481 5.6
11 330.76 1084.06 2.508 2.000 0.509 15
App. 1* 199c
Detailed Results
Oxygen - Water Vapour Mixture
Set 5.3
Mass of water vapour added 
Corrected water vapour pressure
Final excess pressure 
Atmospheric pressure 
Total tube pressure 
Percentage of water vapour
Computed Results
Mode Computer
Velocity
m/s.
fn
c/s
Attenuation x
_ r> 
10 cm Var. 
x IQ4Total Tube Relax11
4 330.46 393.86 1.609 1.201 0.407 3.6
6 330.60 591.02 2.018 1.471 0.547 6.6
7 330.67 689.67 2.136 1,590 0.546 11
9 330.73 886.87 2.297 1.803 0.494 16
10 330.75 985.49 2.472 1.900 0.572 7.3
11 330.79 1084.16 2.557 1.993 0.564 6.1
» 28.3 milligrams 
= 0*970 cm. oil 
= 0.0623 mm. hg. 
a 14.95 cm, hg.
= 76.24 cm. hg.
= 91.19 cm, hg.
= 0.0683 %
Detailed Results
Oxygen - Water Vapour Mixture
Set 5*4
of water added = 59*2 milligrams
Corrected water vapour pressure a 2*66 cm, oil
s 0, 170 :cm. hg.
Final excess pressure a 16.25 cm. hg.
Atmospheric pressure = 75.19 cm. hg.
Total tube pressure a 91,44 cm. hg.
Percentage of water vapour = 0,186 %
Computed Results
Mode
~  ---------
Computer
Velocity
ra/si
fn
c/s.
Attenuation x 4 —1 10 cm Var*
4
x 10Total Tube Relaxn
4 330,25 393.60 1.699 1.199 0.500 2.8
6 330.49 590.83 2.389 1.469 0.920 3.3
7 330.51 689.35 2.673 1.587 1.086 8.6
9 330.63 886.63 3.042 1.800 1.242 42
I 10 330.61 985.09 3.079 1.897 1.182
CO*
I11
330.70 1083.88 
1-. -
3.343 1. 990 1.353 4.9
App* 1*
2 0 1 *
Detailed Results
Oxygen - Water Vapour Mixture
Set 5.5
Mass of water added 
Corrected water vapour pressure
Pinal excess pressure 
Atmospheric pressure 
Total tube pressure 
Percentage of water vapour
53*6 milligrams 
2.21 cm. oil 
0*142 cm. hg. 
16.15 cm. hg. 
75.73 cm. hg. 
91.88 cm. hg. 
0*154 %
Computed Results
Mode Computer
Velocity
m/s.
fn
c/s.
Attenuation x -110 cm Var.
4x 10Total Tube Relax11
4 330.10 393.42 1.711 1.196 0*515 1.2
6 330.39 590.65 2.411 1.465 0.945 2.0
7 330.48 689.27 2.629 1.583 1.046 5.6
9 330.61 886.56 3.040 1.795 1.244 24
10 330.68 985.28 3.325 1.893 1.433 5.7
11 330*79 1084.18 3.554 1.935 1.569 60
App* 1* 202,
Detailed Results
Oxygen - Water Vapour Mixture
Set 5,6
Mass of water added 
Corrected water vapour pressure
Pinal excess pressure 
Atmospheric pressure 
Total tube pressure 
Percentage of water vapour
47,6 milligrams 
2,11 cm, oil
0, 135 cm, hg,
- 10,95 cm, hg, 
75,66 cm, hg* 
64,71 cm, hg, 
0,209 %
Computed Results
Mode Computer
Velocity
m/s.
fn
c/s.
Attenuation x -110 cm Var.
xlO^Total Tube Relax11
4 330,27 393.62 1.756 1.426 0.331 1.9
6 330.38 590.63 2.645 1.750 0.895 5.3
7 330.46 689.24 2.951 1.886 1.065 6.8
9 330.60 886.53 3.409 2.139 1.269 24
10 330.64 985.17 3.649 2.255 1.394 2.9
11 330.66 1083.73 3.763 2.365 1.397 6.8
Detailed Results
Oxygen - Water Vapour Mixture
Set 5.7
Mass of water added 42.4 milligrams
Corrected water vapour pressure = 1.906 cm, oil
Final excess pressure 
atmospheric pressure 
Total tube pressure 
Percentage of water vapour
C omputed Results
Mode Computer
Velocity
m/s,
fn
c/s.
Attenuation x 4 -110 cm
I1*11*' ”
Var.
xlO4Total Tube Relax11
4 330.17 393.50 2.046 1.563 0.483 3.3
6 330.42 590.70 2.685 1.915 0.770 4*0
7 330.47 689.27 3.046 2.069 0.977 5.2
9 330.60 886.54 3.524 2.347 1.178 17
10 330.67 985.25 3.722 2.474 1.248 6.7
11 330.78
...... .......
1084.16 4.398 2.595 1.804 8.2
ss 0.122 cm. hg. 
a - 22.15 cm. hg. 
a* 75.94 cm. hg. 
a 53.79 cm. hg.
= 0.227 %
App. 1*
204*
Detailed Results
Oxygen - Water Vapour Mixture
Set 5.8
Mass of water added 
Corrected water vapour pressure
Final excess pressure 
Atmospheric pressure 
Total tube pressure 
Percentage of water vapour
52.4 milligrams. 
1*79 cm. oil. 
0.116 cm. hg.
— 8.50 cm, hg, 
76.03 cm. hg• 
67.53 cm. hg. 
0.171 %.
Computed Results
Mode Computer
Velocity
m/s.
fn Attenuation x
.~4 Tf.
10 cm Var.
c/s. Total Tube Relax11 xlO^
4 330.17 393.50 1.907 1.395 0.511 5.4
6 330.42 590.71 2.603 1.709 0.893 3.0
7 330.48 689.29 2.872 1.847 1.025 6.0
9 330.60 886.54 3.508 2.094 1.414 130
10 330.62 985.11 3.578 2.208 1.371 3.7
11 330.69 1083.85..."■'■'■"■•I ■
3.926 2.316 1.610 13
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